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Abstract 
Enabling Entity Retrieval by Exploiting Wikipedia as a Semantic Knowledge Source 
Sofia Jeon, Ph.D. 
Xia Lin, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
 
This dissertation research, PanAnthropon FilmWorld, aims to demonstrate direct retrieval of 
entities and related facts by exploiting Wikipedia as a semantic knowledge source, with the film 
domain as its proof-of-concept domain of application. To this end, a semantic knowledge base 
concerning the film domain has been constructed with the data extracted/derived from 10,640 
Wikipedia pages on films and additional pages on film awards. The knowledge base currently 
contains 209,266 entities and 2,345,931 entity-centric facts. Both the knowledge base and the 
corresponding semantic search interface are based on the coherent classification of entities. 
Entity-centric facts are also consistently represented as <entity, attribute, value, note> tuples. The 
semantic search interface (http://dlib.ischool.drexel.edu:8080/sofia/PA/) supports multiple types 
of semantic search functions, which go beyond the traditional keyword-based search function, 
including the main General Entity Retrieval Query (GERQ) function, which is concerned with 
retrieving all entities that match the specified entity type, subtype, and semantic conditions and 
thus corresponds to the main research problem. Two types of evaluation have been performed in 
order to evaluate (1) the quality of information extraction and (2) the effectiveness of information 
retrieval using the semantic interface. The first type of evaluation has been performed by 
inspecting 11,495 film-centric facts concerning 100 films. The results have confirmed high data 
quality with 99.96% average precision and 99.84% average recall. The second type of evaluation 
has been performed by conducting an experiment with human subjects. The experiment involved 
having the subjects perform a retrieval task by using both the PanAnthropon interface and the 
Internet Movie Database (IMDb) interface and comparing their task performance between the two 
interfaces. The results have confirmed higher effectiveness of the PanAnthropon interface vs. the 
xvii 
 
IMDb interface (83.11% vs. 40.78% average precision; 83.55% vs. 40.26% average recall). 
Moreover, the subjects’ responses to the post-task questionnaire indicate that the subjects found 
the PanAnthropon interface to be highly usable and easily understandable as well as highly 
effective. The main contribution from this research therefore consists in achieving the set research 
goal, namely, demonstrating the utility and feasibility of semantics-based direct entity retrieval.    
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Since its inception in 2001 as a freely-editable collaborative Web encyclopedia project, 
Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org/) has grown rapidly to become one of the most prominent 
information resources on the Web. As of the time of this writing in July 2011, the English version 
of Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/) contains close to 3.7 million articles on a wide variety of 
topics. Corresponding to the rapid, exponential growth of the size of Wikipedia, recent years have 
witnessed an increasing number of computer/information science researchers working on various 
projects concerned with Wikipedia. In particular, researchers working in the fields of natural 
language processing, text mining, information extraction, question answering, etc. have explored 
various ways to exploit the vast amount of lexical, semantic, and encyclopedic knowledge 
contained in Wikipedia. In addition, some Semantic Web researchers have turned to Wikipedia 
for clues to resolving the knowledge acquisition bottleneck due to the scarcity of structured or 
semi-structured semantic data available on the Web.  
 
The main objective of the research described in this dissertation is to demonstrate the utility and 
feasibility of a new mode of information retrieval that is concerned with retrieving entities/facts 
that directly match a given query. It approaches the problem by extracting semantic information 
from Wikipedia and by deriving/reorganizing entity-centric facts using entity-relevant attributes, 
based on coherent conceptual schemes of entity/attribute classification and fact representation. 
For a proof-of-concept application, the research applies the approach to entity/fact retrieval 
concerning the film domain. The products from the research include a semantic knowledge base 
containing the entities/facts extracted/derived and a semantic search interface demonstrating the 
proposed entity/fact retrieval capability. The results of evaluation confirm both the high quality of 
entity/fact extraction and the high utility of entity/fact retrieval. This dissertation serves as a 
2 
 
comprehensive report on the research involving the project, entitled PanAnthropon FilmWorld 
(or, PanAnthropon, in short), encompassing the stages of conceptualization, implementation, and 
evaluation. (Hereafter, ―the PanAnthropon project‖ and ―this [dissertation] research‖ will be used 
interchangeably, depending on the context.) 
    
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:  
 Chapter 2 describes the background and motivation.  
 Chapter 3 states the main research problem and goals.  
 Chapter 4 discusses related work.  
 Chapter 5 states the conceptual position underlying the research. 
 Chapter 6 describes the process and results of information extraction.  
 Chapter 7 describes the features of the entity search interface.  
 Chapter 8 discusses the methods and results of evaluation. 
 Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
 
Traditional information retrieval is concerned with retrieving documents that are potentially 
relevant to a user’s query. The relevance of a document to a query is usually estimated by lexico-
syntactic matching between the terms in the query and those in the document (title). Familiar 
Web search engines, e.g., Google and Yahoo, only allow the user to express information needs in 
terms of a query string consisting of one or more keywords, and in response return a list of Web 
pages that contain all or some of the keywords in the query string, rather than a list of objects of 
query that directly match information needs. As such, the matching between the query and the 
query result does not take semantics into account. 
 
The Semantic Web [Ber01] movement aims at transforming the current Web consisting of 
human-readable, unstructured pages into an intelligent Web of machine-understandable and         
-processable data. The envisioned transition can also be expressed as one away from the Web of 
pages (documents) toward the Web of entities (―things‖ in the broad sense) (cf. OKKAM project 
(http://www.okkam.org/) [Bou07]). What this means is that information retrieval on the Semantic 
Web is no longer a matter of retrieving documents via semantics-unaware keyword matching but 
a matter of retrieving entities that satisfy the semantic constraints imposed by the query, i.e., 
those that are of a specific semantic type and that satisfy the given semantic conditions.  
 
Albeit not in itself a Semantic Web project, Wikipedia has become an important semantic 
knowledge resource [Zes07b] for various projects involving information extraction, knowledge 
engineering, and the Semantic Web, due to its unique set of semi-structured semantic features and 
the huge amount of content covering a wide range of topics. What renders Wikipedia even more 
interesting is the fact that it can be considered as a self-contained web of entities. Each Wikipedia 
4 
 
article is concerned with one entity, and the given entity is connected with a number of other 
entities via explicit semantic relations as in infoboxes and wikitables or via implicit semantic 
relations as in hyperlinks. 
 
Through a pilot study called WikiPhiloSofia (aka The WikiPhil Portal) [Ath09a] [Ath09b] 
[AthL08a] [AthL08b] [AthL09a] [AthL09b] I demonstrated extracting, retrieving, and visualizing 
specific facets of information concerning entities of a selected type, namely, philosophers, by 
exploiting the hyperlinks, categories, infoboxes, and wikitables contained in Wikipedia articles. 
The Web interface that I created for the study (http://research.cis.drexel.edu:8080/sofia/WPS/) 
enables the user to select a focus of query in the form of an entity (philosopher) or a pair of 
entities (philosophers) and then to retrieve (philosopher- and non-philosopher-type) entities that 
satisfy specified relations with respect to the given entity or pair of entities. However, the pilot 
project did not consider the problem of retrieving entities by type and condition as answers to 
entity-search queries.  
 
The PanAnthropon project takes up the aforementioned problem left out of the WikiPhiloSofia 
study [Ath10]. The goal is to enable retrieval of entities that directly answer a given query, given 
the selection of the type of entities sought and the specification of the conditions to be satisfied by 
those entities. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH PROBLEM, GOAL, AND QUESTIONS 
 
The main research problem that is addressed is how to enable a new mode of information 
retrieval, namely, entity retrieval, which departs from the traditional framework of word-based, 
document-centric, indirect information retrieval toward an emerging framework of meaning-
based, entity-centric, direct information retrieval. In other words, the problem is about being able 
to directly retrieve the objects of query rather than being given indirect pointers.    
 
This research addresses the problem by exploiting Wikipedia as a semantic knowledge source. By 
constructing a semantic knowledge base containing the entities/facts extracted/derived from 
Wikipedia and by implementing a semantic search interface connected to the knowledge base, the 
research aims to demonstrate the utility and feasibility of semantics-based retrieval of entities and 
related facts that directly match the user’s information needs. 
 
The execution of this research, therefore, involves both information extraction and information 
retrieval. Correspondingly, the research questions relevant to this research are as follows:  
(1) What kinds of semantic knowledge can be extracted from Wikipedia? 
(2) What kinds of queries can be answered by using the extracted knowledge? 
(3) How effectively can such queries be answered by using the search interface? 
 
Question 1 concerning the types of semantic knowledge extracted/derived from Wikipedia will be 
addressed in Chapter 6 where the process and results of information extraction are discussed. 
Question 2 concerning the types of queries covered by the semantic search interface will be 
addressed in Chapter 7 where the design and implementation of the interface are described. 
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Question 3 concerning the (independent and relative) effectiveness of the search interface will be 
addressed in Chapter 8 where the methods and results of evaluation are delineated. 
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CHAPTER 4: RELATED WORK 
 
4.1 Entity Search, Retrieval, and Ranking 
Entity search/retrieval/ranking is an emerging field of information retrieval that aims to 
retrieve/rank entities that match a given query. This dissertation research is concerned with entity 
search/retrieval, not with ranking. It considers only exact semantic matching between a query and 
entities, i.e., entities must exactly match the selected entity type/subtype and specified semantic 
conditions to be retrieved as an answer to a query. Such matching is based on the entity-centric 
facts derived from the semantic information extracted from Wikipedia. Barring the possibility of 
the existence of a relatively small number of incorrect facts due to the errors in the original 
information source, it is quite unlikely that the system will retrieve any entities that are not 
exactly correct answers for a given query, i.e., all entities returned as the result of a query will be 
equally correct. Hence, ranking entities returned as query results, which is appropriate in 
situations where some query results may be more or less correct than the others, is rather 
irrelevant to this research, although some kind of query result ordering (of equally correct 
entities) may be incorporated in the latter. As such, the overview of related works below will not 
address the details of entity ranking algorithms.           
 
Expert search is an earlier, more restricted form of entity retrieval/ranking. Given a query 
specifying a field of expertise, the aim of expert search is to produce a ranked list of experts from 
a list of candidates in a given organization or domain. Examples of earlier systems for expert 
search include [Mat98] and [Cra01]. Recently, the Enterprise Track of the Text REtrieval 
Conference (TREC) (http://trec.nist.gov/) has since 2005 incorporated the Expert Search task 
[Cra06] [Sob07] [Bai08], which involves ranking experts given a query topic, commonly by 
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identifying a set of relevant documents in a collection of corporate documents and then detecting 
the occurrences of expert names within the former.    
 
The problem of finding and ranking entities (of multiple types) on the Web in general has been 
studied, for example, by Cheng et al. [Che07a] [Che07b].  
 
Cheng et al. note the fact that what we often search for on the Web are various entities and that 
the current Web search systems are inadequate for the task. As they see it, the two major barriers 
to finding entities on the Web concern the fact that the search engines search for information 
indirectly and individually. First, the indirectness is concerned with the input/output involved 
with the current Web search process: Users have to indirectly formulate their information needs 
for entities as keyword queries. In response, the search engines return a list of Web pages that 
potentially contain information on the target entities, not the target entities themselves. Second, 
the individualistic aspect has to do with the matching mechanism used by the current Web search 
engines: Current Web search engines treat each page individually, despite the fact that 
information on the target entities may be distributed across multiple pages.       
 
Based on their assessment of the problems in the current Web search mechanism, Cheng et al. 
devised a conceptual framework, called EntityRank, and a prototype entity search system in order 
to demonstrate a direct and holistic approach to finding entities on the Web. The data model that 
constitutes the basis of their framework takes an entity view of the Web, considering the Web as a 
repository of entities over a collection of documents. The entity search problem is then conceived 
of in terms of the corresponding input/output formats and matching mechanism based on the 
entity view.  
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First, in terms of input, Cheng et al.’s entity search system lets users search for entities directly by 
specifying target entity types and contextual keywords together in a tuple pattern. From Cheng et 
al.’s point of view, entity search is essentially search by context over the document collection, 
meaning that the search is done by considering, not only the target entity types, but also the 
context patterns in which the target entities may appear in documents, which consist of the textual 
co-occurrences of certain keywords (and other entities). The kinds of context patterns, or the 
scopes of matching thereof, include doc (the same document), ow (ordered window), uw 
(unordered window), and phrase (exact matching). Another component involved in the query 
input format is optional content restriction, which specifies restriction on the values/instances 
matching the target entity type and context pattern.   
 
Example query patterns provided by Cheng et al. [Che07b] are as follows (note: # is used as a 
prefix to indicate an entity type, while = is used as a content restriction operator to indicate 
equality):      
 
Q1: ow(amazon customer service #phone) 
Q2:   (#professor #university #research=”database”) 
Q3: ow(sigmod 2006 #pdf_file #ppt_file) 
Q4:   (#title=”hamlet” #image #price) 
 
Q1 indicates a query looking for (any) Amazon customer service phone numbers. Q2 indicates a 
query searching for professors whose areas of research concern database and their affiliated 
universities. Q3 indicates a query searching for PDF files and PPT files of SIGMOD 2006 
conference papers that come in both formats. Q4 indicates a query looking for prices and images 
of the book Hamlet.     
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Second, in terms of output, Cheng et al.’s system is intended to directly provide the entity 
instances (or literal values) that match a given query. Specifically, the result of a query consists of 
a ranked list of m-ary entity tuples, each of which is in the form of t = <e1, e2, …, em>, where each 
ei indicates an instance of the entity type Ei sought in the query.  
 
Third, in terms of matching/ranking mechanism, Cheng et al.’s system searches for instances of a 
specified entity type across all the pages where they occur, so that all matching occurrences will 
be aggregated to form the final ranking. Cheng et al. rank query results by calculating how well a 
result entity tuple t appears in the desired query tuple pattern α, across every document dj in the 
collection D. 
    
While the computation of query scores is central in Cheng et al.’s EntityRank framework, the 
details involved are less relevant in comparing their approach/system with those of this 
dissertation research. Hence I direct the reader to [Che07b] for the details and instead describe 
Cheng et al.’s system below.  
     
As shown in Figure 1, Cheng et al.’s entity search system architecture consists of offline 
processing modules (marked by dotted lines) concerned mainly with entity extraction and 
indexing, which are of interest here, and online processing modules (marked by solid lines) 
concerned with entity ranking. 
 
Entity extraction: Cheng et al. obtained their Web document collection from the Stanford 
WebBase Project (http://diglib.stanford.edu:8091/~testbed/doc2/WebBase/). They implemented 
two types of entity extractors, rule-driven and dictionary-driven. The rule-driven extractor tags 
entities with regular patterns, such as #phone entity and #email entity. The dictionary-driven 
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extractor is supposedly used for entities whose domains or dictionaries are enumerated. (It is not 
clear what is meant by ―entities whose domains or dictionaries are enumerated‖. The examples 
given by Cheng et al. include #university entity, #professor entity, and #research entity.) 
Cheng et al. recorded three features for each occurrence of an entity instance: entity instance ID, 
position (document ID + word offset), and confidence level.  
 
 
Figure 1 Cheng et al.: Entity search system architecture (taken from [Che07a]) 
           
Entity (and keyword) indexing: For the purpose of entity retrieval, Cheng et al. indexed entities as 
well as keywords. Specifically, the indexer in their system builds an inverted index of entities in 
such a way that, given an entity type, the index will return a list containing all the information 
concerning the entity instances extracted for the specified type (i.e., the three features recorded 
for each occurrence of each entity instance). Such information is stored in a list ordered by 
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document ID, similarly as in the keyword inverted index. Online query processing is then done by 
loading and processing the two inverted indices. 
 
Cheng et al. evaluated the accuracy of entity retrieval using their system with a large-sized corpus 
(consisting of 48974 websites and 93 million pages) but with respect to relatively easy cases of 
entity extraction/retrieval, i.e., phone numbers and email addresses. (Since the evaluation mainly 
involved comparing the performance of different ranking algorithms, the details are not described 
here.)  
 
While Cheng et al.’s project shares motivations and goals similar to those of the research 
involving the PanAnthropon project, there are distinct differences between the approach taken in 
the former and that in the latter. 
 
First of all, it must be noted that Cheng et al.’s approach is not fully entity-centric or semantics-
based, in that Cheng et al.’s entity view of the Web still retains the viewpoint of the word-based, 
document-oriented framework of traditional information retrieval. According to their view, the 
Web is a collection of entities over a collection of documents. As such, entity search is conceived 
of as search by context, where ―context‖ does not mean the semantic context that conditions 
entities, but rather the textual context that is defined by the occurrences of specified keywords. 
Information is extracted/recorded, not for an entity instance, but for each textual occurrence 
thereof. The main type of information concerning an entity instance occurrence has to do with a 
document-centric feature, i.e., the position in a given document of the word corresponding to the 
entity instance. The inverted index containing such information is then organized by document 
IDs. Lastly, query–result matching/ranking is based on computing how well a result entity tuple 
conforms to the expected textual pattern across every document in the corpus. 
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Another way to point to the non-entity-centric, non-semantics-based nature of Cheng et al.’s 
approach is by noting that they lack any conceptual scheme (i.e., an ontology or taxonomy) to 
organize entity types and to define relevant attributes accordingly. Their rule-driven entity 
extractor extracts entities by using textual patterns to be matched by entities of a given type (e.g., 
ddd−ddd−dddd for #phone type entities, where d stands for a numeric digit). It is not clear how 
their dictionary-driven extractor works, but the term ―dictionary‖ implies a word-based method. 
In Cheng et al.’s entity search system, an entity type is specified simply by prefixing a word with 
#. (Since no description is provided as to how the search interface is designed, here it is assumed 
that the system uses a free-text-based input method for entering a query tuple.) As such, what is 
conceptually one and the same entity type may be entered in a variety of ways (e.g., #phone, 
#phone_number, #telephone number), not to mention the fact that there can be any number 
of ad-hoc entity types. It is not clear if and how Cheng et al.’s system can deal with an 
unrestricted variety of entity types, given the fact that extraction and indexing of entities are done 
offline. The query tuple examples provided by Cheng et al., which are more or less like familiar 
Google queries, evidently show the non-semantic nature of their approach, in that no knowledge 
of the semantic relations among the tuple components is implied (e.g., that Amazon is a company, 
that a company consists of departments, that customer service is a kind of department, that a 
department has phone number(s), etc.).     
 
In summary, entity search/retrieval in Cheng et al.’s approach still operates in a textual space 
within the framework of traditional document-centric information retrieval. In contrast, the type 
of entity retrieval that is aimed at in the PanAnthropon project operates in a semantic space, 
based on a conceptual scheme under which information concerning the entities is organized. Both 
the offline tasks of entity extraction and indexing and the online tasks of entity search and 
retrieval, in this research, are semantics-based rather than text-based, although entity extraction 
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requires some string pattern matching of cue words/phrases (not entity names themselves) when 
processing unstructured text. The commonalities between the two approaches are then only that in 
both approaches entity extraction/indexing is done offline and that entity search/retrieval is done 
via explicit specification of entity type(s) against the information stored.   
 
The problem of ranking (related) entities of various heterogeneous types (some generic, others 
specific) identified from the documents returned by a search engine in response to ad-hoc 
keyword queries has been investigated by Zaragoza et al. [Zar07].  
 
Zaragoza et al.’s study consisted of three phases: They first used a statistical entity extractor to 
extract entities and identify their corresponding types from the English version of Wikipedia. 
They then asked users to issue queries to a baseline entity ranking system and to manually 
evaluate the query results. Lastly, they compared the performance of different entity ranking 
algorithms on those same queries.         
 
In order to extract entities from Wikipedia, Zaragoza et al. first trained a statistical entity 
extractor on the BBN Pronoun Coreference and Entity Type Corpus [Wei05], which includes 
annotation of 12 named entity types (Person, Facility, Organization, GPE, Location, Nationality, 
Product, Event, Work of Art, Law, Language, and Contact-Info), 9 nominal entity types (Person, 
Facility, Organization, GPE, Product, Plant, Animal, Substance, Disease, and Game), and 7 
numeric types (Date, Time, Percent, Money, Quantity, Ordinal, and Cardinal). Zaragoza et al. 
then applied the extractor on an XML-ized Wikipedia corpus [Den06] that contains 625,405 
Wikipedia entries, thereby identifying 28 million occurrences of 5.5 million unique entities. (The 
resulting semantically-annotated Wikipedia corpus is described in [Ats08].) Lastly, they created a 
retrieval index that contains the text and the identified entities and types.         
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In the second phase of their study, Zaragoza et al. used 10 users to issues queries and evaluate the 
results. Each user was asked to choose query topics that were familiar to the user and were 
covered in Wikipedia. The queries were then run by the system using a standard passage retrieval 
algorithm that retrieved the 500 most relevant passages and collected all the entities that appeared 
in those passages. The collected entities were then ranked by using a baseline entity ranking 
algorithm and were given to the user to evaluate by assigning one of five judgment labels: Most 
Important, Important, Related, Unrelated, and Don't know. Zaragoza et al. obtained a total of 50 
judged queries through the procedure as described above. 
 
Some of the queries and corresponding judgments of query results are shown in Table 1. With 
these examples, Zaragoza et al. stress the difficulty and subjectivity involved in the evaluation 
task. In this regard, they admit that their evaluation task design in this explorative study may have 
been quite naïve. 
 
Table 1 Zaragoza et al.: Sample queries and entity relevance judgments  
(taken from [Zar07]) 
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In the final phase of their study, Zaragoza et al. evaluated several different models of two 
different ranking algorithms — one exploiting entity containment graphs and the other using a 
Web search engine to compute entity relevance. (Again, the details involving the different 
ranking algorithms and the evaluation of their relative performance will not be addressed here.)  
 
Zaragoza et al.’s project is both farther from and closer to the PanAnthropon project, in terms of 
its goal and approach, when compared with Cheng et al.’s project.  
 
On the one hand, Zaragoza et al.’s project is farther from this research, in that, unlike the latter 
and unlike Cheng et al.’s project, it is not aimed at directly retrieving entities that match queries 
that specifically search for entities that meet certain (semantic or contextual) conditions but at 
identifying and ranking relevant (i.e., possibly somehow related) entities from the documents 
retrieved in response to ad-hoc topical queries. As the query examples in Table 1 clearly show, 
and as is common with many general Web search queries, such ad-hoc queries are rather open-
ended in nature (by necessity or by preference) in terms of the implicit information needs. For 
example, when a query such as ―Budapest‖ is entered into a search engine, the intention behind 
the query and the information sought thereby can be of various kinds, such as identifying the 
geographical location of the city, finding available options for traveling to the city, learning about 
the history of the city, searching for images, books, songs, films, etc. about the city, and so on. 
Accordingly, the relations between (the entity implied in) a query topic and the retrieved/ranked 
entities that are deemed relevant are also open-ended.  
 
On the other hand, Zaragoza et al.’s project is also closer than Cheng et al.’s to this research, in 
that it is also based on a certain conceptual scheme to semantically categorize different types of 
entities (i.e., the annotation scheme from the BBN Pronoun Coreference and Entity Type 
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Corpus). This is in contrast to Cheng et al.’s project where such a conceptual scheme is absent, 
and where, accordingly, the types of entities addressed — if they can be addressed at all — 
remain open-ended and unorganized by default.    
 
Nevertheless, both Zaragoza et al.’s project and Cheng et al.’s project operate within the 
document-centric framework of traditional information retrieval. The PanAnthropon project 
stands out apart from both of them, in that its overarching entity-centric, semantics-based 
approach encompasses the entire process from entity extraction and indexing to entity search and 
retrieval.  
 
It may be noted that the task of retrieving related entities addressed by Zaragoza et al. is 
implicitly incorporated in the PanAnthropon interface, in a non-ambiguous, semantics-based way, 
in that the query results explicitly display the relations between a given entity and other entities. 
The interface also provides functions of retrieving direct and indirect relations between two 
specified entities, as will be described later.   
 
The task of retrieving and ranking semantic-type-specified entities that answer a given query 
using an XML-ized Wikipedia corpus has been taken up by the INitiative for Evaluation of XML 
Retrieval (INEX) (http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de/2007/), which in 2007 started the 
XML Entity Ranking (XER) Track [deV08] [Dem09].   
 
The XER Track involves two main tasks, namely, Entity Ranking (ER) and List Completion 
(LC). These tasks concern information needs represented as tuples in the form of <query, 
category, entity>. The query component consists of free-text title and description of the 
topic. The category component specifies the type(s) of entities to be retrieved, represented by 
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Wikipedia categories. Finally, the entity component provides example instances of the 
specified entity type(s). The input for the ER task consists of the query and category portions 
of the triple, whereas the input for the LC task consists of the query and entity components. In 
both tasks, the entity retrieval system should return the target entities, represented by 
corresponding Wikipedia pages.  
 
The Entity Relation Search (ERS) task, introduced in 2008 as a pilot task for the XER Track, 
builds upon the ER task, and consists of the ER phase and the ERS proper phase. The aim of this 
task is to find entities that are in a specified relation with respect to the entities retrieved as the 
result of the ER task. (For example, having found the museums in the Netherlands that exhibit 
Van Gogh’s art works, one may wish to find the cities in which those museums are located.) 
Information needs for the ERS task are represented as tuples of the format <query, category, 
entity, relation-query, target-category, target-entity>, where the first three 
components are defined as in the ER and LC tasks. The relation-query component consists of 
free-text title and description/narrative of the relation between the entities returned in the ER 
phase and the target entities. The target-category component specifies the type(s) of the 
target entities to be retrieved. The target-entity provides example instances of the target 
entity type(s).            
 
The training and testing sets for the XER Track are constructed from the topics submitted by the 
track participants. The INEX 2008 XER Track testing set consisted of 35 topics, such as one 
shown in Figure 2.      
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<inex_topic topic_id="108"> 
<title>State capitals of the United States of America</title>  
   <description> 
I want a list of the state capitals of the United States of  America  
</description>  
   <narrative> 
Each result should be an article about a capital city of a state of the United States of 
America. 
</narrative>  
<categories> 
    <category id="1701">u.s. state capitals</category>  
    <category id="10481">capitals</category>  
    <category id="89169">capital cities</category>  
   </categories> 
<entities> 
    <entity id="17653">Lincoln, Nebraska</entity>  
    <entity id="6503">Concord, New Hampshire</entity>  
    <entity id="57700">Tallahassee, Florida</entity>  
    <entity id="57864">Cheyenne, Wyoming</entity> 
    <entity id="44186">Providence, Rhode Island</entity>  
  </entities> 
<entity-relation> 
    <relation-title>capital of</relation-title>  
    <relation-description> 
I want the states of which these cities are capitals 
</relation-description>  
    <relation-narrative> 
Each result should be an article about a United States state. 
</relation-narrative>  
<target-categories> 
     <category id="471">states of the united states</category>  
    </target-categories> 
<entity-pairs> 
<entity-pair> 
      <main-entity id="57864">Cheyenne, Wyoming</main-entity>  
      <target-entity id="33611">Wyoming</target-entity>  
     </entity-pair> 
<entity-pair> 
      <main-entity id="6503">Concord, New Hampshire</main-entity>  
      <target-entity id="21134">New Hampshire</target-entity>  
     </entity-pair> 
<entity-pair> 
      <main-entity id="17653">Lincoln, Nebraska</main-entity>  
      <target-entity id="21647">Nebraska</target-entity>  
     </entity-pair> 
<entity-pair> 
      <main-entity id="57700">Tallahassee, Florida</main-entity>  
      <target-entity id="10829">Florida</target-entity>  
     </entity-pair> 
<entity-pair> 
      <main-entity id="44186">Providence, Rhode Island 
</main-entity>  
      <target-entity id="25410">Rhode Island</target-entity>  
     </entity-pair> 
    </entity-pairs> 
</entity-relation> 
</inex_topic> 
Figure 2 INEX 2008 XER Track: Sample query topic in testing set 
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Table 2 (continued on the next page) shows the IDs, titles, and categories corresponding to the 35 
query topics that comprised the testing set for the INEX 2008 XER Track. (Note that the category 
names are uniformly given in lowercase letters, presumably to clearly distinguish them from 
entity names. Similarly, class names and attribute names are represented in lowercase letters in 
this research.) 
 
Table 2 INEX 2008 XER Track: Query topics and entity types in testing set 
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Table 2 (continued) 
 
 
The major difference between most of the approaches used by the participants in the INEX XER 
Track (e.g., [Dem08] [Jäm08] [Jia09] [Kap09] [Mur08] [Shi08] [Tsi08] [Ver08] [Wee09] 
[Zhu08]) and those of Cheng et al., Zaragoza et al., and the PanAnthropon project, consists in the 
fact that the former do not involve the offline processing of entity extraction/indexing, so that 
entity retrieval/ranking is performed directly against the corpus itself, whereas, in the latter, entity 
extraction/indexing is done offline by extracting entity instances and by recording information on 
those entities prior to the online processing of entity retrieval (and ranking), so that entity 
retrieval/ranking is performed against the stored information concerning the entities. 
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The INEX XER Track approaches, however, are also somewhat similar to Zaragoza et al.’s 
approach, as far as the process of entity search/retrieval/ranking is concerned, in that both 
approaches first retrieve a ranked list of documents/passages that are potentially relevant to the 
given query topic by using a more-or-less standard document/passage retrieval engine/algorithm 
based on keyword matching, then identify relevant/matching entities from the set of documents 
retrieved/ranked, and finally rank the retrieved entities by some scores to measure the degree of 
relevance/matching. As such, entity retrieval/ranking in both approaches is a procedure added 
onto the standard document retrieval process, not its replacement. The differences between the 
two approaches consist in the fact that, in the case of the INEX XER Track, the types of entities 
to be retrieved (in the ER task), the corresponding entity instances (in the LC task), or the 
relations between the initially retrieved entities and the target entities (in the ERS task) are 
explicitly specified for the purpose of entity retrieval/ranking, and that only the entities, and not 
the documents, are the real targets of queries (although the entities are represented by the 
corresponding Wikipedia pages).  
 
In contrast, in this research and Cheng et al.’s, entity retrieval/ranking replaces document 
retrieval/ranking entirely, in that retrieving/ranking entities that match a given query is done 
directly over the entities extracted/stored, without the intermediate process of retrieving/ranking 
documents.      
 
Given that most of the approaches used in the INEX XER Track perform entity retrieval/ranking 
on top of document retrieval/ranking, those approaches focus on devising the methods and 
scoring schemes to improve the accuracy of initial document retrieval/ranking and that of 
subsequent entity retrieval/ranking. Several approaches [Jia09] [Shi08] [Tsi08] [Wee09] are 
statistically-oriented, in that they use some probabilistic models (such as random-walk models 
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and generative language models) to estimate the relevance of documents/entities. Others [Mur08] 
[Zhu08] focus on the extraction/combination of textual content-based document features to be 
used in retrieving/ranking documents/entities. Still others [Dem08] [Jäm08] [Kap09] [Ver08] 
focus heavily on the structural features of Wikipedia pages, i.e., the links and categories therein, 
for query expansion/refinement and relevance propagation/calculation.                
 
One system that stands out among the INEX XER Track systems, which is more relevant to this 
research, is one by Craswell et al. [Cra09]. Even though two official runs they submitted to the 
INEX 2008 XER Track evaluations used approaches that are more or less similar to those of the 
other systems, Craswell et al. describe another explorative approach based on structured indexing 
of entities, which is quite relevant to this research. 
 
By structured indexing of entities, Craswell et al. mean generating a set of <attribute, 
value> pairs to represent the information concerning the entities. What Craswell et al. attempted 
in their third approach is to generate such a structured entity index from unstructured (portions of) 
Wikipedia pages. The process of generating the entity index consisted of two steps: entity 
reference resolution and attribute extraction.   
 
Entity reference resolution: In order to build the structured entity representation, Craswell et al. 
first had to detect the occurrences of the references to the entities from the Wikipedia pages. They 
performed the entity reference resolution task in two different ways, depending on whether a 
given page is a page representing the given entity or a page linking to the page representing the 
entity (e.g., a list-of page). In the first case, Craswell et al. consider all occurrences of the terms 
similar to the page title as entity references. (For example, in a page titled ―Napoleon (1995 
film)‖, all occurrences of ―Napoleon‖ or ―Napoleon (1995 film)‖ are considered as entity 
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references.) In the second case, Craswell et al. consider the anchor text of a link as an entity 
occurrence. 
 
Attribute extraction: Using the Stanford Parser (http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml) 
and manually-created rules on the grammatical structure, Craswell et al. extracted attribute names 
and values from the Wikipedia pages representing entities. The rules they created cover two 
general sentence structure cases of the format <entity reference, attribute name, 
attribute value> and of the format <attribute value, attribute name, entity 
reference>, i.e., the case in which the entity reference is the subject of the sentence and the 
case in which it is the object of the sentence. 
 
Figure 3 shows the rules Craswell et al. created using the syntax of the Tregex pattern matching 
tool (http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tregex.shtml). (In the rules, word represents an entity 
reference, name represents the attribute name, and value represents the attribute value.)  
 
 
Figure 3 Craswell et al.: Pattern matching rules for attribute extraction                                      
(taken from [Cra09]) 
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In addition to the grammar rules shown in Figure 3, Craswell et al. also used some ad-hoc rules 
for the attribute extraction task. By using both types of rules, Craswell et al. extracted attributes 
for 368,788 entities. Table 3 shows what Craswell et al. consider as meaningful, representative 
examples of the attributes extracted.    
 
Table 3 Craswell et al.: Examples of entity attributes extracted (taken from [Cra09]) 
 
 
For the ERS task, Craswell et al. also indexed the relations between entities in a structured 
fashion. They consider two entities as being related if the references to the two entities co-occur 
in a sentence. For each pair of two co-occurring entity references, Craswell et al. indexed the 
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sentences in which they occur. Example entries of the entity relation index they created are shown 
in Table 4.    
 
Table 4 Craswell et al.: Examples of entity relations extracted (taken from [Cra09]) 
 
 
Although Craswell et al.’s approach as described above is similar to that of the PanAnthropon 
project, insofar as the use of structured representation and indexing of entities is concerned, the 
methods of extracting the information to be used for constructing such structured indices as well 
as the formats and contents of the indices thus created differ between the two.  
 
The methods Craswell et al. used to extract attribute names/values and entity relations are 
comparable to those used for open information extraction on the general Web [Ban07], in that 
both approaches extract (the equivalents of) <attribute, value> pairs, <entity, 
attribute, value> triples, or <entity, relation, entity> triples from unstructured 
text by using pattern matching (although there are differences in the details involved). Both 
approaches are open-ended in terms of the number and kinds of attributes/relations to be 
extracted, as a whole and per each entity.  
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While such approaches, which commonly generate noisy data with low precision (and low 
utility), may be inevitable for the purpose of open-domain information extraction from the 
unstructured Web pages that comprise the bulk of the Web, such is not the case when it comes to 
extracting information from Wikipedia, the structural features of which can be readily used to 
represent semantic information. Indeed, the ―open information extraction‖ (OIE) approach in 
[Ban07] is (motivated by the desire to pursue an approach that is) orthogonal to knowledge-based 
information extraction approaches such as those often used on Wikipedia. It is thus peculiar that 
Craswell et al. chose to use the unstructured text portions of Wikipedia pages to build structured 
entity/relation indices. 
 
The examples in Table 3 and Table 4 clearly show the low quality level of information extracted 
by using an ―open‖ (i.e., knowledge-blind) approach. The attributes shown are at best trivial or 
meaningless and at worst misleading. (For example, is alone is considered as an attribute, 
whereas is_birthplace_of should have been considered as such.) The attribute values and 
entity-relation predicates mostly consist of rather long sentence fragments, which are not useful 
beyond their particular occurrences.                    
 
Craswell et al. do mention that, in the future, they will investigate leveraging the information 
presented in semi-structured formats (e.g., infoboxes) in Wikipedia. They envision that, by doing 
so, they will be able to perform entity retrieval/ranking by using an inverted index built on top of 
the attribute values for all identified entities. What is left as a future work by Craswell et al., 
namely, extracting semi-structured information from Wikipedia and enabling entity retrieval by 
structured queries, each of which represented as a set of <attribute, value> pairs or 
<entity, attribute, value> triples, based on the structured representation of information 
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concerning the entities, has already been attempted by, e.g., Auer et al. [Auer07a] [Auer07b] and 
Suchanek et al. [Suc07] [Suc08] (discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3). 
 
The approach used in this research is distinct from both Craswell et al.’s (current) approach and 
those of Auer et al. and Suchanek et al., in that, while it mainly takes advantage of the semi-
structured infoboxes and categories in Wikipedia pages to extract semantic information, as in the 
latter, it also uses the unstructured portions of Wikipedia pages for the same purpose, as in the 
former, but in a knowledge-aware manner with a predetermined set of attributes, thereby 
extracting/deriving uniformly structured/formatted entity-centric facts of high quality to be used 
for direct entity retrieval. 
 
To sum up the differences between the approach of the INEX XER Track in general and that of 
the PanAnthropon project: Unlike in the INEX XER Track, where entity retrieval/ranking is done 
as an added step after query-dependent, keyword-based document retrieval/ranking is performed 
on an XML-ized Wikipedia corpus, this research aims to enable entity retrieval without the 
intermediate step of document retrieval, by first building a repository of semantic information on 
the entities by extracting/deriving <attribute, value> pairs from a subset of native HTML 
Wikipedia pages. Also, unlike in the XER Track, the entity search interface created from this 
research uses a form-based method for query input. This research focuses on the entity retrieval 
capability that is comparable to the main Entity Ranking task in the XER Track (without the 
ranking part). However, a function analogous to, but even more general than, the Entity Relation 
Search task, is also implicitly provided by the way the query results are presented.   
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4.2 Information Extraction from Wikipedia 
Wikipedia has in recent years become a topic of intense interest among computer and information 
science researchers involved with various research areas such as natural language processing, 
information extraction, information retrieval, knowledge engineering, Semantic Web, social 
network analysis, etc. While there have been some approaches geared toward enhancing 
Wikipedia by introducing/augmenting semantic features, most of the approaches have focused on 
exploiting Wikipedia as a lexical, topical, and semantic knowledge resource for various tasks and 
applications.  
 
For example, Wikipedia has been used or examined in the context of a variety of areas, topics, 
and applications such as:    
 Characteristics of Wikipedia as a knowledge resource (e.g., [Nak08c] [Zes07b])   
 Class–instance differentiation (e.g., [Zir08]) 
 Community content creation (e.g., [Hof09]  [Wel08])  
 Community detection (e.g., [Liz09])  
 Concept mapping (e.g., [Med08a] [Pon09] [Rei08]) 
 Coreference resolution (e.g., [Pon06])  
 Document classification (for Wikipedia) (e.g., [Gan09])  
 Document classification (using Wikipedia) (e.g., [Jan07] [WaP07] [Wea06])  
 Document summarization (e.g., [Nas08a] [Sau09]) 
 Domain concept model construction (e.g., [Tho08]) 
 Gazetteer generation (e.g., [Tor06] [Zha09]) 
 Graph analysis (e.g., [Zes07a]) 
 Keyword extraction (e.g., [Gri09a] [Gri09b])  
 Lexical reference (e.g., [Shn09]) 
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 Link analysis (e.g., [Ada05]) 
 Link generation (e.g., [Mil08b]) 
 Named entity classification (e.g., [Bus07]) 
 Named entity disambiguation (e.g., [Bun06] [Cuc07] [Rah08])  
 Named entity recognition (e.g., [Bal09] [Kaz07] [Not08])   
 Network analysis (e.g., [Bel05] [Zla06]) 
 Ontology/taxonomy construction (e.g., [Cui08] [Ped08] [Pic07] [Pon07a]) 
 Ontology/taxonomy evaluation (e.g., [Yu07])  
 Ontology/taxonomy extension (e.g., [Sar09] [Suc09]) 
 Ontology/taxonomy mapping (e.g., [Pon09] 
 Ontology/taxonomy refinement (e.g., [Wu08])  
 Question answering (e.g., [Ahn04] [Bus06] [Kai08]) 
 Semantic annotation (e.g., [Sch08])  
 Semantic authoring (e.g., [Fu07]) 
 Semantic relatedness computation (e.g., [Mil07] [Mil08a] [Pon07b] [Str06] [Yeh09])  
 Semantic relation extraction (from unstructured text) (e.g., [Blo07] [Cul06] [Ift08] 
[Nak08b] [Ngu07] [Rui06] [Rui07] [Suc06a] [Suc06b] [WaG07] [Yan09])  
 Semantification of Wikipedia (e.g., [Kr05] [Kr07] [Völ06] [Vra06] [Wu07])   
 Sentence compression (e.g., [Yam08]) 
 Tag classification (e.g., [Ove09]) 
 Term–concept mapping (e.g., [Rui05])  
 Term–concept network construction (e.g., [Gre06])   
 Thesaurus construction (e.g., [Mil06] [Mil07a] [Nak07a] [Nak07b])   
 Thesaurus extension (e.g., [Med08b])  
 Timeline generation for named entities (e.g., [Bho07])  
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 Topic identification/indexing (e.g., [Cou09a] [Cou09b] [Med08c] [Sch06] [Sye07]) 
 Topic map construction (e.g., [Yang07]) 
 Word sense disambiguation (e.g., [Mih07]) 
 
As stated in Chapter 3, this dissertation research proposes to exploit Wikipedia as a knowledge 
resource for information extraction and aims to demonstrate an improved information retrieval 
capability. The review of related works in this section will therefore focus on information 
extraction from Wikipedia; the following section will cover the information retrieval part.   
  
Information extraction from Wikipedia (or in general) involves three major aspects of 
consideration: what, where, and how, i.e., the type of information that is the target of information 
extraction, the source/ location from which such information is to be extracted, and the method 
via which information extraction is to be performed. In general, the where depends on the what, 
and the how depends on the where.   
 
The PanAnthropon project is mainly concerned with extracting/deriving semantic/ontological 
information (explicitly or implicitly) represented in the form of <attribute, value> pairs or 
<entity, attribute, value> triples, where value corresponds to a literal, another non-
class entity, a class, or a Wikipedia category.   
 
What renders Wikipedia a particularly useful (albeit not the only possible) resource for the 
purpose of this research consists in the fact that Wikipedia contains not only textual content but 
structural features (e.g., infoboxes, categories, etc.) which facilitate extraction of semantic 
information with respect to the entity represented by the given Wikipedia page. Moreover, the 
kinds of attributes that appear in infoboxes are more or less standardized according to the domain 
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and entity type, so that it is possible to uniformly extract homogeneous types of facts for all 
entities of a given type within the same domain.       
 
As such, Wikipedia lends itself readily to structural mining, i.e., extracting information by 
exploiting the structural features of the information source, which is contrasted with content 
mining, which mainly uses the textual content, to employ the distinction made in [Zes07b].  
 
The types of works that are most relevant to the PanAnthropon project, as far as information 
extraction is concerned, are therefore those that are mainly concerned with structural mining of 
Wikipedia for the purpose of extracting entity-centric facts that can be stored/retrieved using a 
structured semantic representation. In this sense, Auer et al.’s project concerning the DBpedia 
knowledge base [Auer07a] [Auer07b] and Suchanek et al.’s concerning the YAGO (Yet Another 
Great Ontology) knowledge base [Suc07] [Suc08], both of which are Semantic Web projects, are 
closely related to this research.     
 
Suchanek et al.’s YAGO (http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/index.html) project is 
concerned with building a large-scale, extensible, ontological knowledge base consisting of 
entities, (both taxonomic and non-taxonomic) relations, and facts, based on the information 
extracted from (the XML dumps of) the English version of Wikipedia and united with the 
information in the lexical semantic knowledge base WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/) 
[Fel98], by using a combination of rule-based and heuristics-based methods. By using both 
Wikipedia and WordNet, Suchanek et al. intended to benefit from the respective advantages of 
the two resources, i.e., the vast number of individuals (i.e., common entities which are neither 
facts, nor relations, nor classes) in Wikipedia, on the one hand, and the clean, well-defined 
taxonomy of concepts in WordNet, on the other.           
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YAGO is built upon a data model within the knowledge representation framework of description 
logics [Baa03]. The YAGO data model extends the RDFS (http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/) 
formalism, and is intended to be able to express entities, facts, relations between facts, and 
properties of relations.  
 
In the YAGO data model, as in OWL (http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/) and RDFS, all 
objects are represented as entities. Two entities can stand in a relation (e.g., <AlbertEinstein 
hasWonPrize NobelPrize>). Literals are represented as entities (e.g., <AlbertEinstein 
bornInYear 1879>). Furthermore, words are also considered as entities (e.g., <“Einstein” 
means AlbertEinstein>). Each and every entity is an instance of at least one class (e.g., 
<AlbertEinstein type physicist>).  
 
Classes are also considered as entities in the YAGO model. As such, each class is an instance of a 
class, i.e., the class class. Classes constitute a taxonomic hierarchy (i.e., a subsumption 
hierarchy), explicitly represented by the subClassOf relation (e.g., <physicist subClassOf 
scientist>). As literals are considered as proper entities in the YAGO data model, there is also 
a hierarchy of classes corresponding to different types of literals, all subsumed under the class 
Literal, as shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4 YAGO: Literal classes in data model (taken from [Suc08]) 
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The YAGO model considers relations as entities, so that properties of relations (e.g., transitivity 
or subsumption) can also be represented (e.g., <subClassOf type transitiveRelation>).    
 
In the YAGO model, a fact is represented by the triple of the form <entity, relation, 
entity>. Not only is each fact given a unique fact ID, each fact itself is also considered as an 
entity, so that a fact about a given fact can be represented by referring to the fact ID of the latter 
(e.g., <#1 foundIn http://en.wikipedia.org/Einstein>).  
 
Suchanek et al.’s solution to the problem of representing arbitrary n-ary relations (where n>2) is 
based on the assumption that, for each such relation, a primary pair of its entity arguments can be 
identified. The problem is thus tackled by first representing the relation between the arguments in 
the primary pair as a binary fact and then representing each of the other arguments with an 
additional binary fact that represents the relation between the primary fact and the argument at 
issue. For example, the fact that Albert Einstein won the Nobel Prize in 1921 can be represented 
by two triples, i.e., the primary fact of <AlbertEinstein hasWonPrize NobelPrize>, 
which is given the ID #1, and an auxiliary fact of <#1 time 1921>. In this way, an n-ary 
relation will be represented with n−1 fact triples. 
 
Figure 5 shows axiomatic rules in the YAGO data model, which represent the type, domain, 
range, and subClassOf relations involving some of the classes and relations. (For example, 
subClassOf belongs to the class of acyclicTransitiveRelation and takes class both as 
its domain and as its range.)  
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Figure 5 YAGO: Axiomatic rules in data model (taken from [Suc07])  
 
A characteristic feature of Suchanek et al.’s approach to semantic/ontological knowledge 
extraction from Wikipedia consists in the fact that it does not only use infoboxes to extract 
<attribute, value> pairs for the individual represented by the page but it also heavily uses 
categories in order to extract classes and facts involving taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations. 
In this regard, Suchanek et al. distinguish among different types of categories found in Wikipedia: 
conceptual, relational, thematic, and administrative.   
 
Conceptual categories refer to those that identify a class for the entity corresponding to the given 
page (e.g., ―Naturalized citizens of the United States‖). Relational categories refer to those that 
contain certain relational information with respect to the given entity individual (e.g., ―1879 
births‖). Thematic categories refer to those that simply indicate thematic vicinity (e.g., 
―Physics‖). Finally, administrative categories refer to those that only serve administrative 
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purposes for the management of Wikipedia. Suchanek et al. used different types of categories in 
order to extract facts involving different kinds of relations.     
 
Extraction of type relation facts: Only conceptual categories are considered as candidates for 
identifying a class for the individual. In order to identify conceptual categories, Suchanek et al. 
excluded relational and administrative categories by manual inspection. In order to distinguish 
between conceptual categories and thematic categories and to extract class names from 
conceptual categories, Suchanek et al. used shallow linguistic parsing and stemming of category 
names (using the Noun Group Parser and Pling-Stemmer in [Suc06a]). The heuristics they used is 
based on the observation that, if the head of a category name is a plural word, the category is 
most likely to be a conceptual category. (For example, in the category name ―Naturalized citizens 
of the United Sates‖, ―Naturalized‖ is a pre-modifier, ―citizens‖ is the head, and ―of the United 
States‖ is a post-modifier. The identified head, ―citizens‖, is then stemmed to remove its plural 
ending. The class membership information for the individual can then be represented as, e.g., 
<AlbertEinstein type naturalizedCitizenOfTheUnitedStates>.) 
 
Extraction of subClassOf relation facts: Considering that the category structure in Wikipedia, 
albeit hierarchically organized, does not form an ontologically well-defined taxonomy but rather 
only reflects the thematic structure of Wikipedia, Suchanek et al. took only the leaf categories 
from Wikipedia and used WordNet instead to establish the class hierarchy. Specifically, they used 
the hyponymy relation in WordNet to derive the subClassOf hierarchy, following the rule that a 
class is a subclass of another, if the first class name (or its synonym) amounts to a hyponym of 
the second one. (The algorithm they then used to connect a subclass from Wikipedia to a super-
class in WordNet is described in [Suc07] [Suc08].) 
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Extraction of means relation facts: Suchanek et al. used both WordNet and Wikipedia for this 
purpose. When using WordNet, Suchanek et al. first created a class for each synset (synonym set) 
and then established the means relation between each word in a synset and the corresponding 
class (e.g., <“metropolis” means city>). When using Wikipedia, Suchanek et al. exploited 
its redirect pages to extract alternative names for individuals (e.g., <“Einstein, Albert” 
means AlbertEinstein>). They established givenNameOf and familyNameOf relations as 
subrelations of the means relation when a given individual is a person, by using the Name Parser 
from [Suc06a] (e.g., <“Einstein” familyNameOf AlbertEinstein>). 
 
Extraction of facts involving other relations: Suchanek et al. used heuristics to extract non-
taxonomic, non-definitional relations, e.g., bornInYear, diedInYear, establishedIn, 
locatedIn, writtenInYear, politicianOf, hasWonPrize, by using relational categories 
in Wikipedia. For example, the bornInYear, diedInYear, and establishedIn relations were 
extracted from category names ending with ― births‖, ― deaths‖, and ― establishments‖, 
respectively (e.g., ―1879 births‖). The locatedIn facts were extracted from categories such as 
―Countries in …‖, ―Rivers of …‖, etc. Facts concerning other relations were extracted similarly. 
  
Extraction of meta-relation facts: Besides the facts involving the ordinary relations as described 
above, which hold between individuals or between classes and individuals, Suchanek et al. also 
recorded those involving a few meta-relations: describes, foundIn, extractedBy, and 
context. The describes relation is established between the URL of a Wikipedia page and the 
individual represented by the page. The foundIn holds between a fact and the URL of the page 
from which the fact was extracted, while the extractedBy relation holds between a fact and the 
technique by which it was extracted. Finally, the context relation is established between an 
individual and the individuals it is linked to in Wikipedia. 
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YAGO was said to contain approximately 1.7 million entities and 15 million facts about those 
entities, as of [Suc08]. Table 5 shows the number of facts involving the various relations 
described above, as of the time of [Suc07]. Table 6 shows the accuracy of facts concerning those 
relations as judged through manual inspection of a small number of facts, also as of [Suc07]. 
Tables 7 and 8 show the number of entities and the number of facts for the largest relations (i.e., 
relations with the largest number of facts) as of [Suc08]. Table 9 shows sample facts in YAGO, 
as presented in [Suc07].   
 
Table 5 YAGO: Number of facts as of 2007 (taken from [Suc07]) 
 
 
Table 6 YAGO: Accuracy of facts as of 2007 (taken from [Suc07]) 
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 Table 7 YAGO: Number of entities as of 2008 (taken from [Suc08]) 
 
 
Table 8 YAGO: Number of facts involving largest relations as of 2008 (taken from [Suc08]) 
 
 
Table 9 YAGO: Sample facts (taken from [Suc07]) 
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The YAGO model is designed to be independent of a particular data storage format. As an 
internal format, Suchanek et al. chose to store the extracted information using simple text files in 
such a way that a folder is created for each relation and each folder contains files that list all facts 
involving the given relation (i.e., in the form of entity arguments followed by an associated fact 
confidence value between 0 and 1 inclusive), as shown in Figure 6. However, they also provide 
programs to convert the YAGO ontology to different output formats, such XML, RDFS, and an 
Oracle, Postgres, or MySQL database table represented by the schema FACTS(factID, arg1, 
relation, arg2, confidence). Figure 7 shows a snippet of the RDFS version of YAGO. 
Figure 8 shows a snippet of the subClassOf hierarchy in YAGO, also rendered in RDFS.   
 
 
Figure 6 YAGO: Sample facts in raw text format (taken from the YAGO project site) 
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Figure 7 YAGO: Snippet of RDFS version (taken from the YAGO project site) 
 
 
Figure 8 YAGO: Snippet of subsumption hierarchy (taken from the YAGO project site) 
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Suchanek et al. implemented a query engine along the lines of [Kas08] on top of the database 
version of YAGO. The engine processes queries given in a SPARQL (http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-
sparql-query/) fashion, as shown in Table 10, by performing word resolution and then issuing a 
single SQL query that contains one SELECT argument for each variable to be bound and one join 
for each line of the query. (The details are described in [Suc08].) Suchanek et al. also provide a 
demonstrative search interface to query the YAGO knowledge base, which will be described in 
Section 4.3.  
 
Table 10 YAGO: Sample queries (taken from [Suc07])  
 
 
YAGO has been linked to other ontologies and datasets on the Web, including, e.g., DBpedia, 
SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology) (http://www.ontologyportal.org), and Freebase 
(http://freebase.com).   
 
There are similarities and differences between the YAGO project and the PanAnthropon project, 
which can be discussed in terms of data models, data extraction approaches, and data storage 
schemes. 
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In contrast to the YAGO project, which is based on an extensive data model using the formalism 
of description logics, this research does not attempt at providing a strict model-theoretic 
framework for defining the semantics of the data elements and their relations. Nevertheless, the 
underlying data model in this research is quite similar overall to the one in YAGO, although there 
are certain differences.   
 
In the data model of this research, things of all kinds can be considered as entities, but not 
necessarily so. That is, certain things, in particular, some of the literal values, both numeric and 
non-numeric, are simply left as literal values. Since such values are not considered as entities, 
there are no corresponding classes for such values. The decision on what is considered as an 
entity and what is not considered as such is not a rigidly fixed one, and is based on the 
consideration of the respective merit of deciding in one way or another for a given value type 
(within the given domain).  
 
Such flexibility in the data model does not impede a consistent semantic representation of the 
data, since the data model of this research is based on the <entity, attribute, value> 
view of data, where value can be a class, entity, or literal. In a sense, the <entity, 
attribute, value> view places a restriction on the value type for the first argument, entity, 
which can only be a non-literal entity. This is in contrast to the <entity, relation, 
entity> view of YAGO, where there is no restriction on either of the two entity arguments 
(since everything, including a literal, is considered as an entity). However, the apparent restriction 
in the data model in this research is not a real restriction for this research, because the decision on 
which literal value type to consider as an entity or not is based precisely on the weighing of the 
relative utility of the given value type when it occupies the position of the (first) entity 
argument (i.e., the position of subject in the <subject, predicate, object> triple).  
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In the data model and the corresponding data storage scheme of this research, classes are 
considered and stored separately from other common entities, in such a way that the subsumption 
hierarchy of classes is stored in a separate database table (without explicitly using the attribute 
subClassOf) while facts concerning class membership of common entities (i.e., in the form of 
<entity, type, class> and <entity, subtype, subclass>) are stored in a different 
table containing all entity-centric facts. (Wikipedia categories are also considered as special types 
of entities, and are stored separately from other entities. The details of the data storage scheme 
and database structure will be discussed in Chapter 6.)     
 
In contrast to the YAGO data model, the current data model in this research does not consider 
relations (i.e., attributes) as entities, and, accordingly, no properties pertaining to relations, or 
relations between relations, are explicitly extracted or recorded. However, this does not preclude 
implicitly exploiting some of the common-sense properties of relations. (For example, from a fact 
such as <film directed_by director> (where film and director are to be replaced by 
individual entity names), an inverse fact of <director directed_film film> can be 
derived, as will be described in Chapter 6.)   
 
The data model of this research, like the YAGO data model, assigns a fact ID to each fact in the 
form of <entity, attribute, value>. As such, it is possible, in principle, to consider each 
such fact as an entity, and refer to it as such, by virtue of the unique ID assigned (which is called 
a reification process), as in YAGO. However, such has not been attempted, in part because the 
data model of this research has another mechanism to achieve the same purpose in the case of 
representing non-binary relations or of providing contextual information (namely, by adding the 
note field, as will be described in Chapter 5), and in part because this research either does not 
consider or differently processes the meta-relations considered in YAGO.   
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Even though both the YAGO project and the PanAnthropon project aim at extracting (and 
retrieving) (semi-)structured semantic/ontological information, a basic difference between the 
YAGO approach and that of this research consists in the fact that the former is concerned with 
general-domain information extraction/retrieval whereas the latter is geared toward domain-
oriented information extraction/retrieval. 
 
The stance of this research is that a domain-aware approach can still accommodate extensibility 
and inter-domain interoperability (if necessary), both on the conceptual/ontological level and on 
the practical level, while it can more effectively extract/retrieve/present information concerning a 
given domain, as will be discussed in Chapter 5 (and partly illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7).  
 
Since it is geared toward open-domain information extraction, and since it aims at building a 
large-scale knowledge base containing a huge number of (heterogeneous) entities and facts, it is 
appropriate that YAGO used the dump of the entire English Wikipedia corpus. In contrast, this 
research used a relatively small, selected subset of Wikipedia (mainly 10,640 pages on films) as 
the major source of information. 
 
On the surface, the number of entities (209,266) and the number of (entity-centric) facts (≈ 2.35 
million) extracted/derived through this research pale in comparison to the figures given by 
YAGO, i.e., 1.7 million entities and 15 million facts (not to mention the current figures of 10 
million entities and 80 million facts in YAGO2, which uses GeoNames 
(http://www.geonames.org/) in addition to Wikipedia and WordNet). However, such a face-value 
comparison does not put the matter into proper perspective. For, the English Wikipedia corpus 
used by Suchanek et al. in [Suc08] already contained 2 million article pages.  
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Such being the case, it turns out that, on average, the YAGO system extracted less than 1 entity 
per page and 10 facts per entity. (And this is the case, despite the fact that absolutely everything is 
considered as an entity according to the YAGO data model and that non-binary facts are 
represented with multiple triples.) In contrast, this research extracted/derived nearly 20 entities 
per page and more than 11 facts per entity. 
 
From the proper comparison, therefore, it may be argued that the system of the PanAnthropon 
project was far more effective than the YAGO system in terms of extracting/deriving entities and 
facts, even by using a far smaller dataset. And this is precisely the intent of this research, namely, 
to demonstrate the ability to extract/derive a good (not necessarily huge) number of entities and 
facts of high quality that can be effectively used for entity retrieval concerning the chosen 
application domain. 
 
The above comparison, of course, does not address the question of scalability or efficiency (in 
terms of the cost-benefit analysis). But investigating those issues is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation. Suffice it to say that the approach used in this research is intended to be extensible or 
adaptable to larger datasets and/or other domains and/or other data sources besides Wikipedia.   
 
Apart from the difference in the size of the respective Wikipedia datasets used for information 
extraction, there is also a difference between the YAGO project and the PanAnthropon project in 
terms of which portions of Wikipedia pages were processed for the purpose. While this research 
also used infoboxes and categories as in the YAGO project, the former also processed, in 
addition, the abstract section and the cast member information section in the film pages, which do 
not have standardized structured formats and are therefore far more difficult to process in order to 
extract semantic information.  
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The methods used for information extraction/derivation and the types of information 
extracted/derived from infoboxes and categories are, however, similar between the YAGO project 
and this research, albeit not identical. Besides using infoboxes to extract <attribute, value> 
pairs, as in YAGO, this research also used heuristics similar to that used in the YAGO project to 
differentiate between different types of categories. The differences are that, in this research, some 
of the relational and thematic categories were converted to conceptual categories, that categories 
themselves are organized in a hierarchical taxonomy but are treated separately from classes and 
from ordinary entities, and that categories were used to derive mainly non-class entities (i.e., 
individuals) rather than classes, and, accordingly, non-taxonomic facts.  
 
The describes relation in YAGO, which holds between a URL and the given individual, is not 
treated as a separate fact in this research, so that the URL is stored in a table that contains basic 
information on the entities. This research did not consider foundIn (between a fact and a URL) 
and extractedBy (between a fact and an extraction technique) relations in YAGO. As it did not 
extract hyperlinks as such, this research also did not extract facts involving an individual and the 
individuals connected via hyperlinks, which are represented by the context relation in YAGO. 
 
Finally, unlike the YAGO project, which used plain text files as internal formats for storing the 
extracted information, this research used a MySQL database by using a combination of different 
data models and table schemas, as will be explained in Chapter 6.  
 
DBpedia (http://dbpedia.org), much like YAGO, is the product of an effort to extract structured 
information from Wikipedia and make this information available on the Web, both for human- 
and machine-consumption, thereby making it possible to issue sophisticated queries against the 
extracted dataset as well as to link the latter with other datasets on the Web.    
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As shown in Figure 9, the DBpedia project consists of the following main components: 
 Methods for extracting information from Wikipedia   
 DBpedia dataset in RDF format 
 Methods for accessing the DBpedia dataset 
 Methods for interlinking DBpedia with other open datasets 
 Interfaces for querying the DBpedia dataset    
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 DBpedia: Overview of components (taken from [Auer07b])  
 
The DBpedia components are described below in turn, with a focus on the information extraction 
methods and the resulting dataset, except the search interfaces, which will be described in Section 
4.3. 
 
In constructing the DBpedia dataset, Auer et al. used two different methods for extracting 
information: First, they used the SQL version of Wikipedia dumps (http://dumps.wikimedia.org/) 
in order to convert the semantic relationships already stored in relational database tables to triples 
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of the form <subject, predicate, object> (≈ <entity, attribute, value>) in the 
RDF (http://www.w3.org/RDF/) format. Second, they extracted additional semantic/ontological 
information from infobox templates and article texts, via pattern matching over the MediaWiki 
(http://www.mediawiki.org) markup. 
 
The algorithm developed (and implemented in PHP) by Auer et al. to extract information from 
infobox templates, such as the one shown in Figure 10, proceeds in five stages: 
1) Identification of Wikipedia pages containing templates 
2) Extraction of significant templates 
3) Parsing of each significant template 
4) Post-processing of objet values 
5) Determination of the class membership for a given page 
 
 
Figure 10 Wikipedia: MediaWiki markup of infobox template and its output                                  
(taken from [Auer07a]) 
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Selecting all Wikipedia pages that contain templates: The algorithm retrieves Wikipedia pages 
with templates by using an SQL query searching for occurrences of the template delimiters ―{{‖ 
and ―}}‖ in the text table of the MediaWiki database layout.  
 
Selecting and extracting significant templates: The algorithm extracts only those templates with a 
high probability of containing structured information, filtering out those that contain just one or 
two attributes and those whose usage count is a below a set threshold.        
 
Parsing each template and generating appropriate triples: The URL derived from the title of the 
Wikipedia page, in which the given template appears, is used as the subject of the triples. Each 
attribute is converted to the predicate, and the corresponding attribute value is converted to the 
object.   
 
Post-processing object values to generate appropriate URI references or literal values: In case an 
attribute value is a linked object (e.g., ―[[Troll]]‖ in line 4 of Figure 10), a suitable URI reference 
is generated, which refers to the linked Wikipedia page. For strings and numeric values, 
semantically-typed literals are generated by detecting and encoding common units as special data 
types, as shown in Table 11. In case an attribute value consists of a comma-separated list of 
multiple values, such a list may be converted to an RDF list or individual statements, depending 
on the configuration options. 
 
Determining the class memberships for Wikipedia pages: Considering that the Wikipedia 
category structure does not constitutes a strict subsumption hierarchy, as also recognized by 
Suchanek et al., Auer et al. mention that they are working to improve class membership detection 
(without explaining how).  
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Table 11 DBpedia: Examples of typed literals (taken from [Auer07a]) 
   
 
Even though Auer et al. provide a description of the method and process of extracting information 
from infoboxes, as summarized above, they do not provide a description concerning information 
extraction from article texts. As such, it is not clear what kind of method they used, if any, and 
what kind of information, if any, was extracted. It may be that Auer et al. simply extracted the 
abstract portions of the pages without further using them in order to extract semantic information.   
 
According to the project Web site, the DBpedia knowledge base currently contains more than 3.5 
million things (i.e., entities), out of which 1.67 million are classified in a consistent ontology, and 
over 672 million RDF triples (i.e., facts), including 286 million extracted from the English 
version of Wikipedia.  
 
Figure 11 shows a snippet of the visual overview of the class subsumption hierarchy in the 
DBpedia ontology. (Note that, as in all OWL ontologies, owl:Thing is the root (or top-level) 
class.) Table 12 lists (in both columns) the names of only level-1 classes (directly subsumed by 
owl:Thing). (The complete list of classes, including all lower-level classes, can be found at 
http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes.)  
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Figure 11 DBpedia: Snippet of ontology (taken from the DBpedia project site) 
 
Table 12 DBpedia: Level-1 classes in ontology 
 
 
The DBpedia dataset consists of the component datasets shown in Table 13. Current statistics on 
the content of the DBpedia dataset, according to the statement on the DBpedia site, is shown in 
Table 14.  
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Table 13 DBpedia: Component datasets 
 
 
Table 14 DBpedia: Current statistics on dataset content 
 
 
Auer et al. provide three mechanisms for accessing the DBpedia dataset: Linked Data [Ber06] 
[Biz07], SPARQL endpoint, and downloadable RDF dumps. For the details concerning these 
access mechanisms, the reader is directed to [Auer07b]. Here it may only be mentioned that 
DBpedia resource URIs (e.g., http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Godfather) are set up to return a 
set of RDF descriptions, when accessed via Semantic Web agents, and an HTML view of the 
same information, when accessed via traditional Web browsers. The latter case is exemplified in 
the snippet shown in Figure 12. The DBpedia knowledge base is interlinked with various other 
datasets on the Web using RDF links, as illustrated in Figure 13, taken from the Linked Data 
(http://linkeddata.org/) project Web site.     
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Figure 12 DBpedia: Sample resource accessed via regular Web browser 
 
 
Figure 13 DBpedia: Interlinked data resources (taken from the Linked Data site) 
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The DBpedia project is quite similar to the YAGO project in intent, purpose, and methodology. 
As such, in general, pretty much similar things can be said about the DBpedia project, as about 
the YAGO project, in contrast to the PanAnthropon project. Namely, such as the fact that the 
DBpedia project is concerned with general- or multi-domain information extraction, that it used a 
much larger Wikipedia corpus as the source dataset, that it extracted information using Wikipedia 
pages rendered in MediaWiki markup (in contrast to this research that parsed Wikipedia pages in 
HTML format), that it mainly used only infoboxes and categories to extract semantic information, 
that it uses a knowledge representation formalism for the Semantic Web (i.e., RDF) to 
represent/record the extracted data, that, as such, it is accessible by Semantic Web agents and is 
interlinked with many other Semantic Web resources, etc.   
 
The last two points mentioned above, about data representation/storage and about data linking, 
have bearings upon this research in terms of possible directions of future work.   
 
First, as to data representation/storage, although the entities and entity facts extracted through this 
research are currently represented/stored as tuples in (relational) tables in a MySQL database, the 
data can be converted to other representation formalisms or formats, including RDF and XML, 
although such conversion is outside the scope of this dissertation. Since the data are represented 
using a semantic data model, which is only slightly different from the <subject, predicate, 
object> model of RDF, it is expected that such conversion will not pose a big problem.  
 
Second, as to data linking, once the dataset of this research is converted to RDF, for example, it 
will be possible to link the dataset to other semantic data resources, including, foremost, DBpedia 
and YAGO, which are already interlinked with each other. Such data linking will require 
resolving the URIs in order to discover and link the same entities in different datasets by using 
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the owl:sameAs property. In this regard, it is also possible to link the dataset of this research to 
the DBpedia/YAGO datasets indirectly, by linking the former to a dataset that is already linked to 
DBpedia/YAGO, such as LinkedMDB.  
 
Although it is not concerned with extracting information (directly) from Wikipedia, the Linked 
Movie Database (LinkedMDB) (http://linkedmdb.org) project [Has09] is related to the 
PanAnthropon project in terms of the domain of application, as it is related (and linked) to the 
DBpedia and YAGO projects in terms of the goal of creating semantically-interlinked datasets.  
 
The goal of the LinkedMDB project is to create the first open linked dataset connecting movie-
related resources on the Web, as illustrated in Figure 14. As the main data source, the project used 
Freebase (http://www.freebase.com), a collaboratively-built database which contains information 
on various topics (including 38,000+ films), much of the information coming from Wikipedia.  
 
 
Figure 14 LinkedMDB: Sample entities (taken from [Has09]) 
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LinkedMDB provides links to datasets, including DBpedia and YAGO, within the Linking Open 
Data (LOD) (http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData) 
cloud. It also provides links to external Web pages of other movie-related Web sites such as 
IMDb (The Internet Movie Database) (http://www.imdb.com/), omdb (Open Media Database) 
(http://www.omdb.org/movie), and Rotten Tomatoes (http://www.rottentomatoes.com/). Table 15 
shows the overall statistics on the LinkedMDB dataset. Table 16 shows statistics on sample entity 
types in the dataset. Table 17 shows interlinking statistics.   
 
Table 15 LinkedMDB: Overall statistics on dataset content (taken from [Has09]) 
 
 
Table 16 LinkedMDB: Statistics on sample entity types (taken from [Has09]) 
  
 
Table 17 LinkedMDB: Statistics on interlinked resources (taken from [Has09]) 
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Similarly as in YAGO and DBpedia, LinkedMDB is accessible via traditional Web browsers, 
Semantic Web browsers, and SPARQL clients. Figure 15 shows a snippet of information on the 
film Patton (http://data.linkedmdb.org/resource/film/291), accessed via a regular Web browser, 
which is quite similar to the snippet shown in Figure 12.  
 
 
Figure 15 LinkedMDB: Sample resource accessed via regular Web browser  
 
From looking at the number of entities (233,103) in Table 15 and the number of films (38,064) in 
Table 16, a similar remark can be made about the relative effectiveness of entity extraction, when 
comparing the LinkedMDB project and the PanAnthropon project, as when comparing the latter 
with the YAGO project. For, it shows that the LinkedMDB project extracted 6 entities per film, 
compared to 18~20 entities (depending on whether or not to count the films that do not have 
Wikipedia pages) in this research. 
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Moreover, it is quite interesting to compare the number of entities in the LinkedMDB dataset vs. 
the PanAnthropon FilmWorld dataset, as shown in Table 18.  
 
Table 18 LinkedMDB vs. PanAnthropon: Comparison of number of entities 
 
   
As shown, this research extracted only slightly smaller numbers of writers, producers, and 
musicians, compared to those in LinkedMDB, despite the fact that the size of the source dataset 
(i.e., the number of films) used in this research is less than a third of that in LinkedMDB. The 
number of directors in this research database is about a half the number in LinkedMDB, which is 
fully expected. In contrast, the number of cinematographers is slightly larger in the dataset of this 
research. Furthermore, the number of actors extracted through this research is 1.5 times larger 
than that in LinkedMDB. In particular, the figures indicate that the LinkedMDB project extracted 
less than 1 (≈0.77) actor per film, on average, whereas this research extracted at least 4 (≈4.02) 
actors per film. (It may be noted that there are partial overlaps between the numbers of entities for 
different person entity subtypes shown for this research, because a person may assume multiple 
roles. However, there should be similar overlaps in the LinkedMDB dataset.) 
 
Given that both projects are concerned with the film domain and that LinkedMDB is already 
linked with various resources, it would be appropriate to consider the possibility of linking the 
PanAnthropon FilmWorld dataset with the LinkedMDB dataset. However, this issue is beyond 
the scope of this dissertation and is left as a topic for possible future work.    
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4.3 Information Retrieval on Wikipedia Data 
Despite its prominence as a foremost information source on the Web, Wikipedia provides a basic 
search interface that is limited to entering keywords and retrieving a list of articles whose titles 
and/or content (partially) match the keywords entered by the user (unless an article whose title 
exactly matches the query string exists). Correspondingly, various systems have been developed 
for the sake of providing alternative methods for searching the content of Wikipedia [Cat08], 
none of which, however, is geared toward the task of finding entities that directly match a query.  
 
Suppose we want to find films directed by Werner Herzog, which belong to the genre of epic 
film, which were released in the 1970s or 1980s. How could we find such films in Wikipedia? 
We may enter a keyword query as follows: film Werner Herzog epic 1970s 1980s. 
Figure 16 shows the top 5 out of 13 article pages returned. (It is peculiar that only 13 pages have 
been returned. The titles of the remaining 8 article pages are: ―Film‖, ―Ambient music‖, ―Akira 
Kurosawa‖, ―Silent film‖, ―Cinema of Iran‖, ―Wilhelm von Homburg‖, ―Isabella Adjani‖, and 
―Vampire‖.) As shown in Figure 16 and as suggested by their titles, the pages returned are at best 
somehow related to Werner Herzog and at worst purely coincidental. In all cases, the matching of 
a page with the query is based on checking the occurrences of individual keywords. None of the 
13 pages has directly to do with the films we are looking for. One may consider that such poor 
search results may have resulted from the fact that too little context was provided in the query. 
Accordingly, we may try modifying the query as follows: epic films directed by Werner 
Herzog released in 1970s 1980s. Or, we may even try: films directed by Werner 
Herzog, which belong to the genre of epic film, and which were released 
in the 1970s or 1980s. The result, however, is that we get shorter lists of pages (9 in the 
first case, 3 in the second case), which nevertheless consist of the subsets of the same 13 pages.   
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Figure 16 Wikipedia: Sample search result 
 
Alternatively, we may try finding the films we are looking for from the Wikipedia article page on 
Werner Herzog, which contains the filmography section as shown in Figure 17. From the list of 
feature films directed by Werner Herzog, we can identify those that were released in the 1970s or 
1980s. However, we cannot identify which films belong to the genre of epic film unless we check 
Wikipedia article pages corresponding to each film. Still another way in which we may try 
finding the films we are looking for is to take advantage of the Wikipedia category page on 
―Films directed by Werner Herzog‖, as shown in Figure 18. In this case, however, it will be even 
harder to find the films that match the specified conditions, since we will have to check both the 
film release year and the film genre for each film on the list. Trying to initiate the search from the 
―1970s in film‖ or ―1980s in film‖ pages will, of course, further broaden the scope of the search 
and make it even harder to find the films sought.  
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Figure 17 Wikipedia: Filmography section of page on Werner Herzog 
 
 
Figure 18 Wikipedia: Category page on films directed by Werner Herzog  
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Wikiwix (http://www.wikiwix.com/) provides a single interface for simultaneously searching 
content across English Wikipedia, Wiktionary, Wikisource, etc., as shown in Figure 19. The list 
of Wikipedia pages returned for the sample query for a sample run includes 29 pages titled 
―Werner Herzog‖, ―1970s in film‖, ―Aguirre, the Wrath of God‖, ―Epic film‖, ―Vampire films‖, 
etc. The list includes a film that matches the specified conditions — Aguirre, the Wrath of God — 
among the top 3 results, as shown in Figure 20, even though the only indication that the page may 
be potentially relevant to the query is given by the presence of the word ―Herzog‖ displayed in 
bold. Interestingly, when the exactly same query was entered again, the result was different, 
which suggests that the above result was obtained only by chance.     
 
 
Figure 19 Wikiwix: Search interface 
 
 
Figure 20 Wikiwix: Sample search result 
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Figure 21 shows the top 5 Wikipedia pages returned by Powerset (http://www.powerset.com/) 
upon entering the same query. Similar to the results returned by Wikiwix, the list includes the 
film page ―Aguirre, the Wrath of God‖ among the top 5 results. In the case of Powerset search 
results, however, we get slightly better indications as to the relevance of that particular page to 
the query entered, given the phrases ―Films directed by Werner Herzog‖, and ―Epic films‖ (both 
corresponding to Wikipedia categories associated with the page) being highlighted. Nevertheless, 
as in Wikipedia and Wikiwix, the query–result matching is based on keyword matching. 
Consequently, pages that have only general relevance to the query, such as ―1970s in film‖ and 
―Epic film‖, are ranked similarly to those that have more specific relevance, such as ―Aguirre, the 
Wrath of God‖ and ―Werner Herzog‖. This is of course due to the fact that keyword matching 
does not take into account semantic relevance but only textual relevance.      
 
 
Figure 21 Powerset: Sample search result 
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The other Wikipedia search systems on Catone’s list [Cat08] are farther from the task of finding 
entities and are intended for various other purposes. Similpedia (http://www.similpedia.org/), for 
example, takes a URL or a paragraph of text as input and returns a list of English Wikipedia 
article pages that potentially have similar content to the input text/page. Figure 22 shows the 
search interface. Figure 23 shows sample search results given the ―Aguirre, the Wrath of God‖ 
film page URL. Note that the input page itself is returned at the top of the list of similar pages.   
 
 
Figure 22 Similpedia: Search interface 
 
 
Figure 23 Similpedia: Sample search result 
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WikiWax (http://www.wikiwax.com/) provides a dynamic list of search suggestions while the 
user is typing keywords to find a Wikipedia article. As shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25 below, 
the mechanism is only geared toward finding potential Wikipedia article titles, not toward finding 
entities or even finding information on pages. Upon user selection, the system simply directs the 
user to the selected article page. 
 
 
Figure 24 WikiWax: Search suggestion — no matching titles found 
 
 
Figure 25 WikiWax: Search suggestion — numerous matching titles found 
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WikiMindMap (http://www.wikimindmap.org/) is an information visualization tool that presents 
a Wikipedia article, whose title exactly matches the query string, in the interactive visual form of 
a mind map consisting of branches representing the section titles and leaves representing the 
hyperlinks that appear in a given section, as shown in Figure 26. Even though the tool can help 
one get a quick (and nice) overview of a given page and navigate within the page or to the related 
pages connected via hyperlinks, the system does not have search functionalities beyond these.   
 
 
Figure 26 WikiMindMap: Sample search result  
 
Among researchers who worked on extracting lexical or semantic information from Wikipedia, 
Milne et al. [Mil07b], Suchanek et al. [Suc07] [Suc08], and Auer et al. [Auer07a] [Auer07b], for 
example, presented search systems/interfaces based on the data extracted from Wikipedia.   
  
Based on a thesaurus they constructed using Wikipedia, Milne et al. [Mil07b] built a search 
engine, called Koru, that assists the users in the process of finding Wikipedia articles, by 
providing relevant query topic candidates that match the keywords entered by the users and 
showing the corresponding query results, thereby helping the users modify their queries so as to 
find the articles that better match their intentions.  
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Figure 27 Koru: Search interface with sample search result (taken from [Mil07b]) 
 
As shown in Figure 27, the interface consists of three panels, which are selectively presented to 
the user as the search process progresses. The first stage of the search process is concerned with 
building a query, which involves adding/removing phrases until the query and corresponding 
search results satisfy the user’s information need. At this stage, the leftmost two panels, query 
topics and query results, are visible to the user. The second stage is concerned with browsing the 
list of documents returned so as to determine the most relevant one. At this stage, the rightmost 
two panels, query results and document tray, are visible. The final stage is concerned with reading 
the selected document, with only the document tray panel being visible. While the query topic 
suggestion functionality can be helpful for finding topically relevant Wikipedia article pages, the 
system’s search functionality does not go beyond keyword-based document retrieval.         
 
YAGO of Suchanek et al. [Suc07] [Suc08] and DBpedia of Auer et al. [Auer07a] [Auer07b] 
provide interfaces for querying the semantic information extracted from Wikipedia by using 
SPARQL query patterns, consisting of a set of conditions, each in the form of <subject, 
predicate, object>. In contrast to all the other systems reviewed in this section, the YAGO 
and DBpedia interfaces are geared toward finding specific entities (or facts concerning entities).   
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Figure 28 shows the query pattern examples provided on the YAGO query demo page 
(http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/demo.html). As shown, the user can input the query 
by specifying up to four conditions to be satisfied by the entities (or facts) sought. The fields 
corresponding to subject and object can each be filled with an entity individual name (with 
initial capitalization), a class (in lowercase), or a variable (prefixed by ?). The field corresponding 
to predicate can be filled with a specific predicate or an open predicate (marked by ?).  
    
 
Figure 28 YAGO: Query examples (taken from the YAGO project site) 
 
As shown in Figure 29, the actual query form provides a dropdown menu containing all available 
predicates to choose from. Since YAGO is a general-domain knowledge base, and since the query 
form does not impose any restrictions as to what types of entities can occupy the subject field, 
the dropdown menu contains all predicates, regardless of whether or not a given predicate may be 
relevant to the entity in the subject field. Figure 30 shows top 2 results returned for the query 
looking for films directed by Werner Herzog and actors who acted in those films.         
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Figure 29 YAGO: Dropdown menu containing predicates 
 
 
Figure 30 YAGO: Sample query result 
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Figure 31 shows the DBpedia query builder interface, as presented in [Auer07a]. (At the time of 
this writing, the query builder on the DBpedia Web site (http://querybuilder.dbpedia.org/) was 
inaccessible due to the redesign process in progress.) Except the fact that the predicate field 
here provides suggestions for predicates using the look-ahead technology, instead of providing a 
dropdown menu containing available predicates, and except the fact that query results are 
presented in a table format rather than in a list format, the query form and query input format are 
quite similar to those of the YAGO interface.   
 
 
Figure 31 DBpedia: Query Builder interface (taken from [Auer07a]) 
 
The search interface created from this research is similar to those of YAGO and DBpedia, both in 
terms of purpose and in terms of appearance, insofar as it is geared toward finding entities/facts 
rather than pages and insofar as it also employs a form-based query input method for specifying 
semantic conditions. There are, however, distinct differences, as will be described in Chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCEPTUALIZATION 
 
5.1 Conceptual Stance 
In this research, ―entities‖ are conceived of as things of all kinds, both concrete and abstract, that 
have certain ―attributes‖ (or properties), either independent or relational, either inherent or 
assigned. The type (attribute) of an entity refers to — more precisely, relates the entity to — a 
generic ―class‖ into which the given entity is classified, e.g., person, work, etc. In general, the 
type of an entity — the class that corresponds to the value of the attribute type for the given 
entity — is fixed and exclusive in the sense that an entity that belongs to one class does not or 
cannot belong to other classes. The subtype of an entity refers to a subclass into which the entity 
can be classified, under a given class. The subtype of an entity can be fluid and non-exclusive in 
the sense that an entity may belong to more than one subclass, under a given class. This is 
especially so in the case of person-type entities, and thus a subtype may better be understood 
as a role in this case. In general, there are multiple subclasses under a given class, and the former 
can be further classified into still more specific subclasses. A ―fact‖ refers to a tuple in the form 
of <entity, attribute, value, note>, which adds the note argument to the <entity, 
attribute, value> triple model. The value of an attribute can be (an instance of) a literal, an 
entity, a class, or a (Wikipedia) category. In case an attribute mediates two entities (i.e., in case 
another entity corresponds to the value for the attribute), such an attribute is considered as 
representing a ―relation‖ between two entities. The class membership relation is a special kind of 
relation that holds between an entity and a class/subclass, mediated by the attribute 
type/subtype. The kinds of classes/subclasses and attributes/relations that are relevant, except 
certain basic kinds, depend on the domain at issue (i.e., the universe of discourse). An entity may 
belong to (or may be related to) multiple domains, but not every class, attribute, or relation 
involving the entity is relevant or equally important in one domain as in another domain.   
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5.2 Ontological Scheme 
The purpose of an ontological scheme is to define, coherently and consistently, the kinds of 
classes into which entities are to be classified. The implication of the conceptual stance laid out in 
Section 5.1 is that the task of constructing such a scheme can better be approached from the 
viewpoint of a given domain of application which effectively constitutes the ontological space in 
which the entities are located. Such domain-oriented ontological schemes need not be mutually 
exclusive or incompatible. They can accommodate extensibility or inter-domain interoperability.  
 
Based on the view as stated above, this research takes a domain-oriented approach to ontology 
construction as well as to information extraction/retrieval. In this research, the process of 
constructing an ontology and the process of extracting/deriving information mutually informed 
each other, so that new classes were added, when applicable, as the latter process progressed.      
 
Table 19 shows the film-domain-oriented ontology constructed from the FilmWorld version of 
the PanAnthropon project. (The ontology is presented in a space-economical tabular format in 
order to provide a better overview of the structure of the entire ontology while keeping the class 
names legible.) Each column of the table corresponds to a different level in the subsumption 
hierarchy in a descending order from left to right, starting from the top level to level 5. (For 
example, the following subsumption relations hold: director is a subclass of film artist, 
which is a subclass of artist, which is a subclass of person, which is a subclass of thing.) To 
clarify the meaning of some of the class names in the ontology: The class place refers to 
geographical unit. Similarly, the class time refers to temporal unit or interval. It is noted that the 
line between cultural convention and cultural artifact is not necessarily clear-cut. 
Nevertheless, the two were distinguished in order to indicate the distinction of event-related vs. 
static nature. 
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Table 19 PanAnthropon: Film-domain-oriented ontology 
 
 
The ontology shown in Table 19 was intended to be lightweight and extensible. Lightweight, in 
the sense that only those classes that are necessary or useful for the purpose of retrieving 
information on the film domain in this research are included in the ontology. Extensible, in the 
sense that more classes (whether those concerning the film domain or some other domain, or 
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those that are domain-independent) can be incorporated without (or at least without much) 
restructuring of the ontology.   
 
When an ontology, such as the one shown in Table 19, is presented, the usual questions raised are 
about the validity and/or completeness of the given ontology, as if there were definitive methods 
to judge each and every ontology, beyond any reasonable doubt, as either valid or invalid, either 
complete or incomplete. Indeed, the very fact that such questions are raised indicates that no such 
methods are known to the questioners, for, otherwise, they would have already known the 
answers, without the need of raising the questions. Suppose the questions are not about binary 
decisions but are instead about the matters of degree. Still, how could one measure/show how 
(much) valid/invalid or how (much) complete/incomplete a given ontology is? Usually, however, 
the questions about the validity and/or completeness of a given ontology are raised in the manner 
of demanding the source or basis of the ontology, i.e., where it comes from, what (other ontology) 
it is based on. Even if any such one (or two or many) source(s) could be provided as the basis of 
the given ontology, how would one then know whether or not that source ontology itself is valid 
and/or complete? If, now, the question about the source/basis should be raised about that source 
ontology itself, such a questioning would lead (at least theoretically) to quasi-infinite regression, 
unless and until an ―unmovable mover‖ kind of source ontology were to be found. Since we can 
safely assume, in this particular kind of world of all possible worlds, that there would be only a 
finite number of ontologies in the series of ontologies basing themselves on other ontologies, we 
can also safely expect to arrive at the final element of the series at some point in time. Suppose 
we did. How could we know whether or not this ontology is valid and/or complete? We could 
not. We could either accept it as is, in which case the ontology we started with would be 
automatically justified, or reject it as baseless, in which case no ontology in the series would be 
deemed valid/complete. 
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Philosophical reflections aside, let us here consider the DBpedia ontology for reference purposes. 
Table 20 (continued on pp.77–78) shows level-1 and level-2 classes in the DBpedia ontology. 
(The entire subsumption hierarchy (http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes) also 
consists of 5 levels, as in the PanAnthropon FilmWorld ontology. But it is not necessary for our 
present purposes to look at all the lower-level classes in the ontology.)  
 
Table 20 DBpedia: Upper-level classes in ontology 
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Table 20 (continued) 
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Table 20 (continued) 
 
 
Let it be noted that this ontology (along with the YAGO ontology) is one of the most 
authoritative ontologies within the Semantic Web community. Let it also be reminded that this is 
the ―consistent‖ ontology according to which at least 1.67 million entities are classified in the 
DBpedia dataset. Furthermore, the entities in numerous semantic data resources linked to/with 
DBpedia are linked to/with (some of) those DBpedia entities classified under this ontology.       
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Now, first, let us look at level-1 classes. We notice that those classes not only include generic 
classes, e.g., Activity, Event, Organisation, Person, Place, Work, etc., as expected, 
given that level-1 classes are those immediately subsumed by the top class Thing, but also rather 
specific classes (classes that refer to more specific kinds of entities), which would have been 
more appropriate to be placed at lower levels in the class hierarchy, e.g., Award, Beverage, 
MusicGenre, OlympicResult, Painting, Protein, Sales, Website, etc. Given that the 
first level of class hierarchy effectively stipulates the types of entities to be placed at all lower 
levels, such inconsistency within level-1 classes has adverse ramifications for the entire ontology.     
 
If we now also look at level-2 classes, we notice that inconsistency exists, not only within a given 
level of the class hierarchy, but also between levels, i.e., between a class and its subclasses. For 
example, the direct subclasses of the class Person include BritishRoyalty, CollegeCoach, 
FictionalCharacter, PlayboyPlaymate, SoccerManager, etc., alongside (more generic 
kinds such as) Artist, Politician, Scientist, etc. One should wonder what kind of 
rationale lies behind classifying, e.g., PlayboyPlaymate, as an immediate subclass of Person. 
One would also wonder if FictionalCharacter is a kind of person at all. Such inconsistency 
is not limited to the Person class and not limited to only level-2 classes. For example, although 
the DBpedia ontology includes Film (level 2) as a subclass of Work (level 1), and Actor (level 
3) as a subclass of Artist (level 2) (which is a subclass of Person), it does not have a class 
corresponding to Director anywhere within the ontology.    
  
Given the observations above, one could hardly argue that the DBpedia ontology is valid and 
complete, in general, and that it is more valid and more complete than the ontology in this 
research, in particular. In any case, it is not the intention of this research to argue for the 
validity/completeness of its ontology that is only created/used as a tool to serve its purpose. 
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5.3 Semantic Entity Typing  
The entities extracted/derived through the information extraction process described in Chapter 6 
are semantically typed (i.e., classified) according to the ontology shown in Table 19. In particular, 
the type of an entity refers to a level-1 class, whereas the subtype of an entity refers to a leaf 
class subsumed by the former, as shown in Table 21 (continued on p.81). While this is the 
internal structure used to classify entities, a simplified scheme of entity type/subtype presentation, 
shown in Table 22, is used for the menu options in the search interface described in Chapter 7.   
 
Table 21 PanAnthropon: Entity types/subtypes 
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Table 21 (continued) 
 
 
Table 22 PanAnthropon: Simplified entity types/subtypes 
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CHAPTER 6: IMPLEMENTATION: INFORMATION EXTRACTION 
 
The system was implemented by using Java servlets, Tomcat server, and MySQL database.      
 
6.1 Information Extraction Process 
6.1.1 Information Source 
The first task for information extraction was to decide on the subset of English Wikipedia pages 
on films to be used as the main source of information. For this purpose, I first used the Wikipedia 
category page on ―Years in film‖ (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Years_in_film) in order 
to extract the titles/URLs of 120 pages corresponding to each year in film history (e.g., ―1950 in 
film‖) between years 1890 and 2009, inclusive. I subsequently downloaded the 120 Wikipedia 
pages (in HTML).  
 
From each page in the 120-page set, I then extracted the titles/URLs of films released in each 
year, by using the ―Films released in xxxx‖ section as shown in Figure 32. (The actual section 
titles include variations such as: ―Films released in xxxx‖, ―Notable Films released in xxxx‖, 
―Notable films released in xxxx‖, ―Films‖, ―Wide releases‖, ―Wide-release films‖, ―Wide-release 
movies‖, ―Other films released‖, etc.) (The film titles shown in red in Figure 32 represent the 
films for which no Wikipedia pages exist yet.) 
 
A total of 11,355 film titles (and URLs) were extracted from the film release sections of the 120 
pages. (The number 11,355 represents the number of films in the final dataset. A small number of 
films were filtered out at this stage or later for various reasons.) Each film in the 11,355-film set 
was considered as an entity, and was entered into the MySQL database, with information on the 
title, URL, entity type, entity subtype, and release year (as well as alternative page title and URL 
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in the case of a redirect page). (Information on the director and starring actors, when available for 
a no-page film, was also saved.) Wikipedia pages for the 10,640 films that have corresponding 
Wikipedia pages were subsequently downloaded and served as the main source of information. 
     
 
Figure 32 Wikipedia: Sample film release section  
 
In addition to the film information pages, Wikipedia pages concerning two well-known film 
awards, i.e., Academy Awards and Golden Globe Awards, were also downloaded so that 
information on the award winners and nominees for each year (up to year 2010) of the award 
ceremonies could be extracted. (At the current stage of this research, information on only selected 
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award categories — Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Supporting Actor, 
Best Supporting Actress, and Best Foreign Film — has been considered, since they represent the 
film award categories that are of most interest to general users. Information on the remaining 
award categories could of course be extracted and saved later on. Information on other prestigious 
film awards, e.g., Cannes Film Festival awards, etc. could also be added to the dataset.) 
 
6.1.2 Direct Extraction of Information 
For efficient processing, relevant sections of the downloaded film pages were separately stored 
for each film in the database, and information extraction was done by retrieving and processing 
those sections separately. In this way, processing of a given section was done for all films at once 
before processing of another section was started. The page sections used for information 
extraction include (the first paragraph of) the article abstract, the infobox, the categories, and the 
film cast information section.   
 
The article abstract section was used to extract information on the films and to provide brief 
introductory excerpt for each film via the ―Slide Show‖ function of the search interface described 
in Chapter 7. (The abstract was saved both in HTML format and in plain text format so that the 
former could be used for information extraction while the latter could be used for information 
presentation.) The abstract section was used to extract information on alternative titles of a film 
(i.e., also_known_as information). It was also used (after processing the infobox section and 
the film cast information section) to extract information on the film director(s), producer(s), 
writer(s), starring actors, and cast (and roles) in case a given film page does not contain an 
infobox, in case the infobox for a given film does not contain information fields for director, 
producer, writer, or starring actors, or in case a film page does not contain a film cast section.  
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Figure 33 shows a sample abstract taken from a film page. As shown, the abstract contains 
information on the alternate film titles as well as on the director, writers, and starring actors.   
 
 
Figure 33 Wikipedia: Sample film page abstract section 
 
The abstract shown in Figure 33 is an example of relatively clearly-written, one-paragraph 
abstract. The length, content, and writing style of the abstract section vary widely among the film 
pages. Extracting information from the natural-language text in any case is quite challenging due 
to numerous variations for expressing the same thing. For example, the also_known_as facts 
were extracted by taking into account the cue words/phrases shown in Table 23, which can appear 
with or without parentheses/commas and in various combinations. Since some of the alternate 
film titles represent translations or transliterations of the original titles, or the titles by which a 
film is known in certain countries, an additional set of cue words/phrases was used to cover such 
cases. In addition, a set of stop words/phrases was used to prevent extraction of false positives 
(e.g., a film made by a director ―known for‖ some other films).      
 
Table 23 PanAnthropon: Cue words/phrases for extraction of also_known_as facts 
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The infobox section of a Wikipedia page contains multiple information fields consisting of 
<attribute, value> pairs. Not all Wikipedia pages have infoboxes. The attributes that appear 
in the infobox naturally differ among different domains and different types of entities, since the 
relevance of a given attribute depends on the domain and entity type. Even in the case of the same 
entity type within the same domain, a given page may contain more or less information fields 
than another one (due to the lack of information or due to the different stages of article 
development). In the case of film pages, the infoboxes can also differ according to the film genre 
and series. For example, some animated film page infoboxes contain attributes specific to the 
genre, such as ―Animation by‖, ―Voices by‖, ―Layouts by‖, ―Backgrounds by‖, etc.; James Bond 
series film page infoboxes contain different/additional information fields compared to other films. 
 
Figure 34 shows a sample infobox taken from a film page. Even though infoboxes have semi-
standardized formats, it is not in the least easy or straightforward to extract information from 
them. This is so, because, appearances to the contrary, there are numerous variations in which 
people enter the same information. These variations exist, not only among different pages, but 
also on the same page, within the same section, and even within the same information field in an 
infobox. In the case of infoboxes, for example, there are variations of font styles used to represent 
information field (attribute) names, subfield names, and value names, respectively, variations of 
ways in which multiple values for the same information field are delimited, variations of ways in 
which the same value is represented, etc. It has also been observed that some people enter ―See 
below‖, ―See the article‖, ―See the xxx section‖, etc. as attribute values.  
 
Another difficult problem for information extraction, which is common to all Wikipedia page 
sections, not just the infobox section, is concerned with disambiguating entities in case an 
incorrect link is provided or in case no link is provided. There are a few causes of this problem.  
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Figure 34 Wikipedia: Sample film infobox section 
 
One reason is simply that some Wikipedia contributors just do not seem to pay much attention to 
ensuring the quality of their contributions, even to the basic things such as making sure that 
correct links are provided as intended. (Interestingly, a certain demographic group of users has 
been (indirectly) observed to be the principal source of most formatting variations and lousy 
editorial styles, given that film pages pertaining to a film genre related to the ethnic group exhibit 
such patterns, almost without an exception.)  
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Another reason is that Wikipedia’s editorial guidelines only require that at least the first 
occurrence of the mention of another Wikipedia article page need be hyperlinked, when 
applicable, not that all occurrences should be marked with hyperlinks. (The example of this 
practice is shown in the infobox in Figure 34. The name ―Alex Proyas‖ is hyperlinked in the first, 
―Directed by‖ information field, but not in the subsequent fields.) This can be problematic, given 
the fact that the title of a hyperlinked page can provide disambiguating information that is absent 
in the plain text, e.g., John Smith (actor), John Smith (actor born in 1930), John Smith (American 
director), John Smith (British director), and John Smith (British director and writer).  
  
Still another reason is that Wikipedia pages tend to be frequently removed and re-titled, instead of 
being redirected, thereby creating numerous, unintended bad links. For example, a film page 
originally titled ―Amazing Adventures of John Smith‖ may be re-titled ―Amazing Adventures of 
John Smith (film)‖ and another page concerning the source book upon which the film is based 
may be created with the original page title and URL. Later on, the ―Amazing Adventures of John 
Smith (film)‖ page may become a disambiguation page which contains links to ―Amazing 
Adventures of John Smith (1975 film)‖ and ―Amazing Adventures of John Smith (1990 film)‖. In 
this commonly-observed scenario, links pointing to the first two pages can both become wrong 
links, after the fact. 
  
Although the disambiguation problem is an important problem, it is out of the scope of this 
research to focus on devising an algorithm to tackle this issue, which, it is suspected, can have 
only limited effectiveness in solving the problem due to the different causes behind the problem. 
Within this research, the problem of duplication or confounding of entities due to the absence of 
links or the presence of bad links has been dealt with on a case-by-case basis, when such cases 
were brought to attention.     
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Information extraction from the infobox section was done for each information field at a time for 
all films. Table 24 shows the attributes that have been used in this research to extract information 
on the films. Not all attributes found in film page infoboxes have been used. Attributes such as 
―Budget‖, ―Gross revenue‖, ―Preceded by‖, ―Followed by‖, and some genre-specific attributes 
have been intentionally excluded.      
 
As shown in Table 24, the attributes in the infobox section relate a given film entity to other 
entities. For example, in the case of the attribute ―Produced by‖ (produced_by), the 
corresponding value can consist either of an entity of type person (subtype: producer) or of an 
entity of type organization (subtype: film company). (Some values of inappropriate entity 
kinds for the given attribute (e.g., animal for the attribute ―Starring‖ (starring), person for the 
attribute ―Studio‖ (from_studio), etc.) were excluded.)     
 
Not all infobox attributes have entities as their values. (Or, not all attribute values are considered 
as entities.) In the case of the attribute ―Running time‖ (has_running_time), the corresponding 
value (e.g., ―155 min.‖, converted to ―02:35:00‖ to enable comparison with other values) consists 
of (and is considered as) a literal. While it is possible to consider a value such as ―02:35:00‖ as an 
entity instance of type time duration (subtype: hr-min-sec), it was decided not to do so, 
given its limited utility.  
 
Besides the value for a given attribute, some context information (e.g., title of the original source 
book given along with the name of a writer for the attribute ―Written by‖ (written_by)) was 
also extracted.  
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Table 24 PanAnthropon: Film attributes extracted from infobox 
 
 
Information concerning each film attribute was processed as follows: In case an entity serves as 
the value for an attribute, it was first checked whether or not the database already contained the 
entity. If not, information concerning the entity (i.e., entity name, entity page URL, entity type, 
and entity subtype) was first entered into the database. Information concerning the relationship 
between the film entity and the value entity at issue, mediated by the given attribute, was then 
entered into the database (along with additional context information). In case an attribute has a 
literal as its value, only the second type of information was entered into the database.    
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The categories section of a Wikipedia page contains special links that associate the given page 
with one or more Wikipedia categories, as shown in Figure 35.  
 
 
Figure 35 Wikipedia: Sample film categories section 
 
The Wikipedia category structure is not a tree structure, wherein a subcategory is subsumed by a 
single super-category, but rather a graph structure, wherein a subcategory can have multiple 
super-categories. (For example, ―Action thriller films‖ is a subcategory of both ―Action films‖ 
and ―Thriller films‖.) Moreover, there is no restriction on the level of categories to be associated 
with a given page, i.e., a page may be associated with both a super-category and its subcategories. 
(For example, a page may include category links to ―Action films‖ and to ―Action thriller films‖.)  
 
As in YAGO, administrative categories were excluded in this research. Unlike in YAGO, 
however, some relational categories and thematic categories were converted to conceptual 
categories (e.g., ―Plays by Bertold Brecht‖ → Films based on plays by Bertold 
Brecht; ―Macbeth on screen‖ → Films adapted from Macbeth; ―Science fantasy‖ → 
Science fantasy films) while retaining the information on the original category names.     
 
Categories were processed as follows: First, each unique category extracted was stored in the 
database (separately from entities) with a unique ID. Next, those categories were classified using 
―super-categories‖ (described below). Then information on the entity–category association was 
entered into the database for each film by using the attribute associated_with_category.  
Later on, the categories stored in the database were used also for indirect information derivation, 
based on their classification, as will be explained in Subsection 6.1.3. 
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A total of 5,229 unique categories were extracted from 10,640 film pages. Based on the 
consideration of the content of these categories, a hierarchical taxonomy consisting of a total of 
215 super-categories was constructed, as shown in Table 25 (continued on pp.93−96). The 
taxonomy was stored in a separate table, apart from the table containing regular categories. 
 
(Due to space limitation, the super-categories are shown only up level 3. The Film categories 
by year category has level-4 subcategories, e.g., 1890s film categories. The Film 
categories by director category also has subcategories: Film categories by 
director role/status/ethnicity and Film categories by director name.)  
 
Unlike in Wikipedia, only one leaf super-category was assigned to a given regular category. (For 
example, Action thriller films was classified under the super-category Action film 
categories under Film categories by genre under Film categories.)  
 
The purpose of such classification is twofold: First, the taxonomy itself is used to facilitate 
browsing the films by categories (via the ―Category-Based Entity Browsing‖ function of the 
interface). Second, it was also used to derive additional classes, entities, and attributes to be used 
for the main entity search task.   
 
Table 25 PanAnthropon: Taxonomy of super-categories 
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Table 25 (continued) 
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Table 25 (continued) 
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Table 25 (continued) 
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Table 25 (continued) 
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Out of the four Wikipedia page sections that were used for extracting information on films — the 
abstract section, the infobox section, the categories section, and the film cast section — the film 
cast section was by far the hardest to process. To begin with, at least over 60 variations have been 
observed with respect to how the film page section containing information on the cast members 
and/or their roles/characters may be differently titled or presented, as shown in Table 26. Beyond 
that, a seemingly infinite number of variations have been observed as to how (and how much of) 
the information concerning the cast members (with or without their role names) can be presented. 
Figures 36–41 show only a very few examples. 
 
Table 26 PanAnthropon: Variations of film cast section titles considered 
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Figure 36 Wikipedia: Sample film cast section #1 
 
 
Figure 37 Wikipedia: Sample film cast section #2 
 
 
Figure 38 Wikipedia: Sample film cast section #3  
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Figure 39 Wikipedia: Sample film cast section #4 
 
 
Figure 40 Wikipedia: Sample film cast section #5 
 
 
Figure 41 Wikipedia: Sample film cast section #6 
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Extracting the film cast information required accommodating all such variations as shown in 
Figures 36−41 (and infinitely more). For this reason, two programs were written in order to take 
care of the cases in which, for each entry, the actor name(s) appear(s) before the role name(s) and 
the cases in which the role name(s) appear(s) before the actor name(s), respectively, although 
there were cases where even such ordering was not followed consistently. The two programs used 
various pattern matching rules in order to identify and separate actor names, role names, role 
types (e.g., voice role, cameo role, guest role, etc.), role descriptions, and casting type notes (e.g., 
uncredited, unbilled, etc.). (In general, role description sentences/paragraphs were discarded, 
except for the short phrases that were incorporated into role names.)  
 
The facts concerning a film and its cast members were entered into the database using the 
attribute has_cast_member. The information on the role(s) played by a cast member, if any, 
was stored in the note field (used to store context information for a given fact, as will be 
described in Section 6.2).  
 
It may be mentioned that the role information entered into the note field was subject to a 
standardization process, before the has_cast_member facts were entered into the database, so 
that the role names and other details could be formatted as in a consistent manner as possible. In 
that way, at least some of the role names pertaining to well-known figures were resolved to the 
same formats (e.g., ―King Richard I — Richard the Lionheart‖) even though one and the same 
role name could appear in many variations (e.g., ―King Richard I‖, ―Richard I of England‖, 
―Richard the Lionheart‖, ―Richard the Lionhearted‖, etc.).  
 
However, no attempt was made to completely disambiguate or differentiate between identical role 
names that appear in multiple films. (For example, a role named ―John‖ could appear in many 
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films, representing different characters.) In general, no attempt was made to differentiate between 
different characters, except some that represent well-known historic or fictional characters or 
recurring characters in the film series. The decision was based on the consideration that it could 
be both useful and interesting to be able to retrieve all films that share identical role names that 
may or may not represent identical characters.          
 
Table 27 shows the types of film-oriented facts extracted through direct information extraction. 
 
Table 27 PanAnthropon: Types of film-centric facts extracted 
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(The entries given under ―Entity‖ and ―Value‖ represent the subtypes of corresponding entities, 
except for the attributes also_known_as, alt_name_url, and has_running_time, which 
take literals as values. The entries shown in bold (work and film) represent the corresponding 
values themselves for the given attributes, namely, type and subtype. The entries shown under 
―Attribute‖ are the actual attribute names themselves. The entries shown under ―Note (Context)‖ 
represent the types of contextual information that may be optionally entered.)  
 
In addition to the film pages, the pages on Academy Awards and Golden Globe Awards were 
processed in order to extract information on the award events and award winners/nominees. This 
was another time-consuming task due to the fact that most pages concerning particular awards 
presented the award/nominee record information differently than the others.  
 
Information on the Academy Awards was extracted as follows: First, the ―List of Academy 
Awards ceremonies‖ (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Academy_Awards_ceremonies) page 
was processed to extract the event date and corresponding film year(s) for each ceremony from 
the 1
st
 (1929) to the 82
nd
 (2010). Each award ceremony was entered into the database as an entity 
of type event, subtype film award event. Information on the event date was also entered by 
using the attributes held_in_year, etc. Second, Academy Award was entered as an entity of 
type cultural convention, subtype film award. Each particular award (e.g., Academy 
Award for Best Picture) was also entered with the same entity type and subtype, and was 
then related to the Academy Award entity by using the attribute belongs_to_award. Finally, 
each award page was used to extract the winner/nominee facts for each ceremony. The extracted 
facts were entered into the database in terms of the relations between the award winner/nominee, 
on the one hand, and the award, the award event, the award event year, etc., the honored film 
year(s), and the film, on the other. A similar process was used for the Golden Globe Awards.       
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Table 28 shows the types of film-award-related facts extracted though the procedure as described 
above. In the table ―person‖ stands for one of its subtypes: director, producer, or actor. 
  
Table 28 PanAnthropon: Types of film-award-related facts extracted 
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6.1.3 Indirect Derivation of Information 
The facts directly extracted by processing Wikipedia pages were themselves used to indirectly 
derive more classes, entities, attributes, and facts. The process involved: (1) deriving starring 
or has_cast_member facts in case only one type of facts could be extracted for a given film; (2) 
deriving inverse attributes/facts from the facts extracted from the infobox section; (3) deriving 
film role entities from has_cast_member facts, then deriving attributes/facts on those entities; 
(4) deriving entities, attributes, and facts concerning temporal/geographical inclusion relations; 
(5) deriving inverses of associated_with_category facts, deriving classes, entities, and facts 
by using super-categories and associated_with_category facts, and deriving inverse 
attributes/facts for the facts; (6) deriving indirect/inverse attributes and facts from film-award-
related facts; and (7) deriving person name entities and related attributes and facts. 
 
Some film pages have infoboxes that contain the starring information but do not have the film 
cast information section. The reverse is the case for some other film pages. The derivation of one 
type of information or the other in such cases was done by using the common-sense knowledge 
about the relation between starring actors and cast members of a film, namely, that all starring 
actors can be considered as cast members of the film but that not all cast members may be 
considered as starring actors (although some infoboxes tend to list (almost) all cast members as 
starring actors). The two opposite cases, i.e., starring-information/no-cast-information case and 
no-starring-information/cast-information case, were processed in turn for all films at once. First, 
in order to process the first case, all films that have at least one starring fact but no 
has_cast_member fact were identified by querying the database. For those films, a 
has_cast_member fact was entered for each starring fact by using the same value entity. 
Second, in order to process the second case, all films that have at least one has_cast_member 
fact but no starring fact were identified. In this case, only the first four has_cast_member 
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fact tuples were used to derive starring facts. The decision is based on the observation that 
usually those actors who have more important roles are listed in the film cast section before those 
who have relatively minor roles. The number four was chosen as a reasonable cutoff line.  
              
Deriving inverse facts from the facts extracted from the infobox section were done for each 
attribute by transposing the entity in the subject position with the entity in the object position and 
by relating them with an inverse attribute (i.e., <film directed_by director> → 
<director directed_film film>, where film and director stand for a particular film 
entity and a particular director entity). The inverse facts were entered into the database by adding 
the film release year information in the note field so that such facts, when retrieved in response 
to queries, could be automatically sorted by the film release year. Table 29 shows the inverse 
attributes derived from the attributes extracted from the infobox section.  
 
Table 29 PanAnthropon: Inverse attributes derived from infobox-based attributes  
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The has_cast_member facts derived from the film cast section were used first to derive inverse 
facts concerning a film and its cast members, and then to derive entities corresponding to the 
roles (characters) played by the cast members and also the facts involving those entities with 
respect to the films and with respect to the actors playing the roles.  
 
First, cast_member_of_film facts were derived as inverses of has_cast_member facts. In 
addition, has_cameo_appearance_by and has_guest_appearance_by facts were derived 
depending on the role types, and cameoed_in_film and guest_starred_in_film facts were 
derived as inverses.  
 
Next, the content of the note field for each has_cast_member fact was processed in order to 
derive film role entities. Each of the role names identified was entered into the database as an 
entity of type concept, subtype film role, after it was confirmed that the database did not 
contain that entity. (In deriving film role entities, same role names with different role types were 
considered as different entities. For example, the role name ―John Smith‖ is considered as 
separate from ―John Smith [voice]‖ and from ―John Smith [cameo]‖.) The names of role entities 
have ― (role)‖ appended at the end so that they can be distinguished from regular person entity 
names, e.g., Sean Connery vs. Sean Connery (role).  
 
Finally, with a total of 74,461 distinct film role entities derived through the procedure described 
above, facts concerning the relationships between those roles and the films in which they appear, 
and between the former and the actors who played them, were derived. 
 
Table 30 shows the types of facts derived by using the facts extracted from the film cast section.         
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Table 30 PanAnthropon: Types of facts derived from film-cast-related facts 
 
 
The derivation of entities, attributes, and facts concerning temporal/geographical inclusion 
relations was based on the common-sense knowledge concerning such relations. (Such facts were 
derived only for the temporal/geographical entities extracted.) Table 31 shows the types of 
temporal/geographical inclusion facts. 
 
Table 31 PanAnthropon: Types of facts derived about temporal/geographical             
inclusion relations 
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The indirect information derivation process concerning categories involved: (i) deriving inverse 
facts for associated_with_category facts, (ii) deriving classes, entities, attributes, and facts 
by using the super-categories shown in Table 25 and the associated_with_category facts, 
and (iii) deriving inverse facts for the facts derived through (ii).   
 
Derivation of associated_with_film facts as inverses of associated_with_category 
facts was done similarly as the derivation of other inverse facts. The difference, however, is that, 
unlike other inverse facts, the associated_with_film facts, which are category-centric facts 
having each category in the position of the subject, were stored in a separate table in the database, 
apart from the table that contains entity-centric facts. These category-centered facts are mainly 
used for the ―Category-Based Entity Browsing‖ function of the interface.  
 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the process of constructing the film-domain-oriented ontology shown 
in Table 19 and the process of extracting/deriving information on the film domain in this research 
mutually informed each other. A prime example of this two-way process is the derivation of 
classes that represent film-related concepts and technologies and subsequently of entities that 
belong to those classes as well as facts involving those entities.   
 
First, most of the leaf classes under concept and technology in the ontology in Table 19 were 
derived from some of the level-2 super-categories in Table 25, as shown in Table 32. 
 
Next, by processing some of the associated_with_category facts, new entities were created 
and new facts were derived by using relevant attributes. (The facts derived involve three cases, 
depending on whether the value corresponds to a newly-created entity that belongs to one of the 
classes in Table 32, or a new entity of an existing class, or an existing entity of an existing class.)   
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Table 32 PanAnthropon: Classes derived from super-categories 
 
 
For example, by using the associated_with_category facts involving (regular) categories 
that are classified under the (level-3) super-categories subsumed by the (level-2) super-category 
Film categories by genre, entities of type concept, subtype film genre, were derived 
from the categories that serve as the values for those facts, e.g., Action thriller films → 
Action Thriller Film (genre), and then facts relating the films and the new entities were 
derived using belongs_to_genre_of, e.g., <The Rock (film), belongs_to_genre_of, 
Action Thriller Film (genre)>.  Since Action thriller films is classified under 
Action film categories, an additional (transitive) fact, i.e., <The Rock (film), 
belongs_to_genre_of, Action Film (genre)>, was also derived. (Similarly, additional 
facts were derived from the facts concerning the temporal/geographical settings and shooting 
locations of films, based on the inclusion relations that exist between temporal/geographical 
units.) (In addition, the associated_with_category facts involving the categories classified 
under the super-categories Film categories by country and Film categories by 
language were used to derive from_country facts and in_language facts to supplement 
those extracted from the infoboxes.) 
   
Finally, the inverse facts corresponding to the facts derived as above, e.g., <Action Thriller 
Film (genre), genre_of_film, The Rock (film)>, were also derived and stored.  
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Table 33 shows the types of facts derived by using categories and facts concerning categories. 
  
Table 33 PanAnthropon: Types of facts derived from category-related facts 
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Film-award-related facts were also used to derive indirect/inverse attributes and facts, using 
similar procedures as those described above. Table 34 (continued on p.112) shows the types of 
facts thus derived. 
 
Table 34 PanAnthropon: Types of facts derived from film-award-related facts 
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Table 34 (continued) 
 
 
Finally, classes concerning person names were introduced into the ontology, and all names of 
person-type entities were processed to extract entities of type concept, subtype given name 
or family name, and to derive person-name-related attributes and facts as shown in Table 35.  
 
Table 35 PanAnthropon: Types of person-name-related facts derived 
 
 
Upon completion of the indirect information derivation process, all unique attributes were entered 
into a database table with information on the applicable types of entities, types of values, and 
types of value entities; subsequently, all entity-centric facts were converted to attribute-centric 
facts and saved in a table with information on the types/subtypes of entities and value entities.     
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6.2 Information Storage and Organization 
The information extracted/derived from Wikipedia has been stored in a MySQL database. This 
research did not focus on the efficiency/economics of data storage (i.e., database normalization or 
optimization), but rather on the expediency of retrieval and ease of inspection.  
 
Three data models were used to organize the data extracted/derived through this research: 
 Hierarchical Tree Model 
 Common Relational Model 
 Entity–Attribute–Value Model 
 
By ―Hierarchical Tree Model‖ it is meant, in this research, a data model that represents the data in 
the form of <child_node, parent_node>. The model is used to represent the hierarchical 
relationships among the elements (or nodes) within an ontology or taxonomy. The Hierarchical 
Tree Model was used for tables to store the class hierarchy (Class) and the super-category 
hierarchy (Category_Super). By ―Common Relational Model‖ it is meant, in this research, a 
data model that represents the data in the form of <element, field_1, field_2, ..., 
field_n>. The Common Relational Model was used for tables to store the data on the entities 
(Entity), regular categories (Category), attributes (Attribute), and film page sections 
(Page). By ―Entity–Attribute–Value Model‖ it is meant, in this research, a data model that 
represents the data in the form of <entity, attribute, value>. The Entity–Attribute–
Value Model was used for tables to store entity-centric facts (Entity_Fact), category-centric 
facts (Category_Fact), and attribute-centered facts (Attribute_Fact). 
 
Figures 42−44 show the database table schemas used in this research, grouped by the underlying 
data models. 
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Figure 42 PanAnthropon: Database table schemas based on Hierarchical Tree Model  
 
 
Figure 43 PanAnthropon: Database table schemas based on Common Relational Model 
 
 
Figure 44 PanAnthropon: Database table schemas based on Entity–Attribute–Value Model 
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Table 36 shows the structure of the table Class that contains the class hierarchy. Table 37 
describes the table Page that contains film page sections. Tables 38 and 39 present the tables that 
contain entities (Entity) and entity-centric facts (Entity_Fact), respectively.  
 
Table 36 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Class 
 
 
Table 37 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Page 
 
 
Table 38 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Entity 
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Table 39 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Entity_Fact 
 
 
Tables 40–42 describe the tables that contain the super-category hierarchy (Category_Super), 
regular categories (Category), and category-centric facts (Category_Fact), respectively. 
Tables 43 and 44 depict the tables that contain attributes (Attribute) and attribute-centric facts 
(Attribute_Fact), respectively. 
 
Table 40 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Category_Super 
 
  
Table 41 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Category 
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Table 42 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Category_Fact 
 
 
Table 43 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Attribute 
 
 
Table 44 PanAnthropon: Structure of database table Attribute_Fact 
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6.3 Information Extraction Statistics 
Table 45 presents the extraction statistics in terms of the number of records per each database 
table. (Note: Attribute-centric facts are of the same number as entity-centric facts, since the 
former and the latter are the same facts, albeit represented differently.) Table 46 shows the 
number of entities per entity type. 
 
Table 45 PanAnthropon: Overall information extraction statistics 
 
 
Table 46 PanAnthropon: Number of entities per entity type 
 
 
In concluding this chapter, it may be emphasized that this research obtained the dataset shown in 
Table 45 by effectively processing a relatively small number of Wikipedia pages, in contrast to 
the comparable projects reviewed in Chapter 4, which used much larger source datasets and yet 
produced much fewer entities and facts relative to the size of the information sources used.  
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CHAPTER 7: IMPLEMENTATION: INTERFACE CONSTRUCTION 
 
The Web-based search interface was implemented by using HTML, JavaScript, and JSP (in 
connection with the back-end MySQL database) on the Tomcat server. The interface is publicly 
accessible at: http://dlib.ischool.drexel.edu:8080/sofia/PA/.  
 
7.1 Interface Examples 
Given that the application domain of this research is the film domain, it would be appropriate to 
consider the kinds of search functions provided by well-known film-related sites on the Web in 
comparison to the kinds of functions provided by the interface constructed from this research.  
 
The Internet Movie Database (IMDb) (http://www.imdb.com/) is touted as the ―biggest, best, 
most award-winning movie site on the planet‖. Figure 45 shows a partial snapshot of the 
homepage of IMDb.  
 
 
Figure 45 IMDb: Homepage 
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The ―Movies‖ tab on the main menu bar on the homepage contains a dropdown menu shown in 
Figure 46. Depending on the menu selection, one is directed to a page containing the selected 
kind of information. For example, Figure 47 shows a partial snapshot of the ―Now Playing‖ page. 
 
 
Figure 46 IMDb: Movie-related menus 
 
 
Figure 47 IMDb: Now Playing page 
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More relevant to this research is the search function. Figure 48 shows the basic search menu on 
IMDb. As shown, the menu allows searching the content of the IMDb database by title, TV 
episode, (person) name, company name, etc. by entering keywords. For example, Figure 49 
shows a partial snapshot of the search result page for a sample search by title (with keywords 
―The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King‖).  
 
 
Figure 48 IMDb: Basic search menu 
 
 
Figure 49 IMDb: Sample search-by-title result 
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The basic search menu shown in Figure 48 indicates an improved search function for the film 
domain — compared to the search functions provided by general-domain search engines such as 
Google — in that it makes it possible to specify the scope of search within the given domain. The 
ability to restrict the search as such is enabled by the incorporation of implicit domain knowledge 
in the menu options. That is to say, menu options such as ―Titles‖, ―Names‖, ―Companies‖, 
―Characters‖, and ―Plots‖ imply and exploit knowledge of the given domain, i.e., knowledge of 
the major types of entities/attributes that are relevant to the domain, even at a very basic level.  
 
Even so, given the selection of the scope of search and given the input of query string, the 
retrieval of the results that match the given search criteria, when using the basic search function, 
is based on keyword matching. The fact that query–result matching is based on keyword 
matching is evidently illustrated in the sample query-by-title result in Figure 49, which shows that 
the results are sorted and presented according to the degree of keyword matching, i.e., exact 
matching, partial matching, and approximate matching.       
 
The IMDb site, however, also offers an ―Advanced Search‖ option, provided (rather confusingly 
and inconsistently) as one of the options in the basic search menu shown in Figure 48, along with 
other basic options. If one selects ―Advanced Search‖ from the menu, one is then directed to the 
―Advanced Search‖ page (http://www.imdb.com/search/) shown partly in Figure 50. As shown, 
the types of advanced search that are available on IMDb include: 
 Advanced Title Search 
 Advanced Name Search 
 Collaborations and Overlaps 
 Title Text Search 
 Name Text Search 
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Figure 50 IMDb: Advanced Search page 
 
As indicated in Figure 50, the Title Text Search and Name Text Search functions amount to 
extensions of the basic keyword search function. More relevant to this research are Advanced 
Title Search and Advanced Name Search, both of which are based on the specification of various 
conditions to be satisfied by the titles/names sought, as will be illustrated below. The advanced 
search for Collaborations and Overlaps is concerned with finding common cast/crew members, 
given two titles, or, conversely, finding common titles, given two cast/crew member names. It 
may be noted that a related, but more general, function for finding all commonalities between two 
entities of the same entity type and subtype is provided by the interface constructed from the this 
research. Furthermore, the interface also offers functions for finding both direct and indirect 
relations between two entities, regardless of their respective entity types and subtypes.  
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Figures 51–54 show the kinds of conditions that can be specified when using Advanced Title 
Search.  
 
 
 
Figure 51 IMDb: Part of Advanced Title Search interface #1 
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Figure 52 IMDb: Part of Advanced Title Search interface #2 
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Figure 53 IMDb: Part of Advanced Title Search interface #3 
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Figure 54 IMDb: Part of Advanced Title Search interface #4 
 
All the menu groups and input fields in Figures 51–54 are optional, although at least one menu 
option must be selected or at least one input value must be entered in order for the search to work. 
Fit for the biggest movie site, the menu groups and input fields represent a variety of types of 
movie-related information. The menu groups and input fields roughly correspond to attributes, 
and the menu options and input values correspond to attribute values. Not all menu groups and 
input fields shown in Figures 51–54 are represented in the PanAnthropon FilmWorld interface, 
since not all of them are relevant or applicable in the latter. On the other hand, the latter also 
contains menu options (in the form of <attribute, value> pairs) not available on IMDb.  
    
The result of a sample Advanced Title Search — with (the conjunction of) the following criteria: 
Title Type = Feature Film (AND) Release Date = 1970 to 1990 (AND) Genres = War (AND) 
Title Groups = Oscar-Winning (AND) Golden Globe-Winning — are partially shown in Figure 
55. (It may be noted that the search results in Figure 55, which represent the films that exactly 
match the specified criteria, are sorted, rather than ranked, which is also the case for the search 
results returned by the PanAnthropon interface.) 
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Figure 55 IMDb: Sample Advanced Title Search result 
 
The interface for Advanced Name Search is similar to the one for Advanced Title Search, 
although it contains fewer menu groups and input fields (Name, Birth Date, Star Sign, Birth 
Place, Death Date, Death Place, Gender, Height, Filmography, Biographies, and Lists).       
 
In addition to (the links to) the five types of advanced search functions, the Advanced Search 
page on IMDb also provides a side menu, shown in Figure 56, which contains options for 
browsing titles and people. As shown, titles can be browsed by genre, country, language, year, 
and keyword. People can be browsed by gender and star sign. Figure 57 shows the page for 
browsing titles by genre. Pages for other browsing options are similar, except the page for 
browsing titles by keyword, which provides a function for searching titles by using a Movie 
Keyword Analyzer (MoKA) and a function for browsing keywords by letter, length, and count.   
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Figure 56 IMDb: Options for browsing titles/people 
 
 
Figure 57 IMDb: Interface for browsing titles by genre 
 
FMDb (http://fmdb.freebaseapps.com/), an application developed by volunteer contributors, 
provides a ―simple interface‖ to access the movie data on Freebase (http://www.freebase.com/). 
As shown in Figure 58, the interface is indeed simple. The single input field for keyword-based 
search provides suggestions, as shown in Figure 59. Interestingly, the suggestion list includes 
film/person names that do not contain (the characters in) the keyword (―Brav‖) entered. However, 
no hint is provided as to how those films/people may be related to the keyword. Figure 60 shows 
the result of a sample search, which merely consists of a list of films whose titles contain the 
keyword entered. The FMDb interface does not provide any advanced search function beyond the 
keyword-based search function already available on the Freebase Web site. 
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Figure 58 FMDb: Homepage 
 
 
Figure 59 FMDb: Search suggestion menu 
 
 
Figure 60 FMDb: Sample search result 
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The Web site of the LinkedMDB (http://www.linkedmdb.org/) project [Has09], reviewed in 
Chapter 4, only provides a browsing function. Figure 61 shows the ―Start Exploring‖ section of 
the LinkedMDB homepage, which contains links for browsing film-related entities by type. If one 
clicks on the link ―film‖, one is directed to the page shown in Figure 62, which lists (some of) the 
films in the database (sorted in the ascending file-name-sorting order of the URI strings). If one 
clicks on any film title on the list, one is directed to a page that presents the film information in 
RDF format, similar to the one shown in Figure 15 (p.58).         
 
 
Figure 61 LinkedMDB: Homepage 
 
 
Figure 62 LinkedMDB: Interface for browsing films  
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Netflix (http://www.netflix.com/) is one of the largest DVD-rental sites on the Web. Figure 63 
shows the main menu bar on the Netflix homepage. As shown, film and TV program titles can be 
browsed by genre, as on IMDb, as well as by a few other criteria. The main menu bar also 
contains a keyword search field. Figure 64 shows a search suggestion menu that appears upon 
keyword input. Perhaps a characteristic feature of the Netflix interface consists in the 
recommendation function illustrated in Figure 65, which is based on the ratings provided by the 
users. A similar function could be incorporated in the PanAnthropon interface by using a variety 
of semantic criteria. However, such a task is left as a potential future work.     
 
 
Figure 63 Netflix: Main menu bar 
 
 
Figure 64 Netflix: Search suggestion menu 
 
 
Figure 65 Netflix: Recommendation functionality 
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7.2 Interface Design and Implementation 
7.2.1 Interface Functions 
Six types of semantic search functions are currently provided by the PanAnthropon interface: 
(1) General Entity Retrieval Query (GERQ) function 
(2) Specific Entity-Centered Query (SECQ) function 
(3) Entity Commonality Finder Query (ECFQ) function 
(4) Direct Relation Finder Query (DRFQ) function 
(5) Indirect Relation Finder Query (IRFQ) function 
(6) Category-Based Entity Browsing (CBEB) function 
 
The GERQ function is one that corresponds to the main research problem, namely, to 
demonstrate the capability of retrieving entities (and related facts) that directly match a given 
query. The ―general‖ in the name indicates that this type of query searches for all entities that 
match the entity type, subtype, and conditions (i.e., <attribute, value> pairs) given in the 
query. This search function corresponds to the main Entity Ranking task in the INEX XER Track. 
 
The SECQ function, in contrast, refers to the capability of retrieving all entity-centric facts (e.g., 
all facts centering on the film The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King, i.e., all facts that 
have The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King in the position of entity), 
given the type, subtype, and name of a specific entity. The function can thus be alternatively 
named Specific Entity Fact Query (SEFQ) or Entity Fact Retrieval Query (EFRQ). 
 
The ECFQ function refers to retrieving commonalities between two specified entities that are of 
the same entity type and subtype (e.g., between two films, between two directors, etc.). Here 
commonalities mean common <attribute, value> pairs shared by the two entities. 
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The DRFQ function allows retrieving direct relations that hold between two specified entities 
(more precisely, direct relations that connect entity 1 to entity 2), regardless of their respective 
entity types and subtypes. In other words, the results of a query using this function consist of 
<entity_1, relation, entity_2, note> tuples, i.e., entity-centric fact tuples where 
entity 1 occupies the entity position, entity 2 occupies the value position, and attribute 
represents the relation between the two entities.   
 
The IRFQ function allows retrieving 1-degree indirect relations between two specified entities, 
regardless of their respective types and subtypes. The results of a query using this function consist 
of <entity_1, relation_e1-e3, entity_3, relation_e3-e2, entity_2> tuples, 
where entity_1 and entity_2 stand for the specified two entities, entity_3 stands for a 
third, intermediary entity, and relation_el-e3 and relation_e3-e2 stand for the relation 
between entity 1 and entity 3 and the relation between entity 3 and entity 2, respectively. 
(Naturally, the actual entity that occupies the entity_3 position in each tuple can be distinct.)  
 
Finally, the CBEB function refers to retrieving (only) film entities by using the super-categories 
and categories assigned/associated to/with those entities. 
 
Only the GERQ function is essential to fulfilling the purpose of this research. The SECQ function 
is used by itself and for presenting facts concerning the entities returned by other functions. The 
CBEB function demonstrates an enhanced browsing capability by providing much more specific 
criteria than are available on the other film-related Web sites. 
 
In addition to the six main functions above, the interface also has a Slide function, which provides 
an image (if available) and brief introductory information for each film in the knowledge base. 
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7.2.2 Search/Retrieval Process 
Figure 66 shows a flowchart representing the search/retrieval process using the PanAnthropon 
interface. (In the diagram, double-arrow connectors (↕) represent the actions that may be 
repeated. Albeit not explicitly represented in the diagram, one can always return to the start point 
at the end of (or during) the process.) 
 
 
Figure 66 PanAnthropon: Flowchart of search process using interface 
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7.2.3 Interface Implemented 
Figure 67 shows a snapshot of the PanAnthropon FilmWorld project homepage. As shown, the 
main menu bar contains links to the interfaces for various search functions as well to the pages 
containing the summary of research, the list of related publications, and the instructions for users.   
 
 
Figure 67 PanAnthropon: Homepage 
 
The interface for each search/retrieval function is designed and implemented to be highly 
interactive and intelligent. (Thanks to the use of AJAX technology, implemented with JavaScript 
and JSP, all the user activities are processed and all the results are returned on a given page, 
without the need of directing the user to multiple pages, once a user selects a search option.) The 
interactive/intelligent interface works as follows: For GERQ: Given the user selection of an entity 
type, only relevant entity subtypes are displayed. In turn, given the selection of an entity subtype, 
only relevant attributes are presented. Finally, given the selection of an attribute, only relevant 
values are provided for user selection. (In case a large number of values correspond to an 
attribute, an input box is first presented so that the user can start typing in order to get suggestions 
for relevant values.) Similarly, for SECQ: Given the user selection of an entity type and an entity 
subtype, only relevant names are presented for user selection. Again, similarly, for CBEB: Given 
the selection of a top-level super-category, only relevant sub-categories are progressively 
presented until a leaf-level category is selected by the user. And similarly for other functions. 
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Figure 68 shows the initial screen of the GERQ interface page, which appears when the user 
clicks on                         on the main menu bar. (The user can click on                        anytime the 
user wishes to start a new search.) 
 
 
Figure 68 PanAnthropon: GERQ function interface initial screen 
 
Once the user clicks on   Enter                 button, an initial query form appears, 
which, at this stage, contains only a menu for entity type selection, as shown in Figure 69. The 
menu contains options representing different entity types, as shown in Figure 70.  
 
 
Figure 69 PanAnthropon: GERQ function initial query form 
 
 
Figure 70 PanAnthropon: GERQ function entity type selection menu 
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Once the user selects an entity type, a new menu for entity subtype selection appears, as shown in 
Figure 71. The menu contains only entity subtypes that are relevant to the selected entity type, as 
shown in Figure 72. As indicated in Chapter 5, the interface presents a simplified classification of 
entity types and subtypes, which does not specify subtypes for entity type person and for entity 
type organization. (The reason for this decision is that most attributes relevant to entity type 
person are commonly applicable among its subtypes and similarly so for entity type 
organization.) Therefore, if the user selects either person or organization as entity type, 
then a simplified entity subtype menu appears, as shown in Figure 73.    
 
 
Figure 71 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query form after entity type selection 
 
 
Figure 72 PanAnthropon: GERQ function entity subtype selection menu 
 
 
Figure 73 PanAnthropon: GERQ function simplified entity subtype selection menu 
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Once the user selects an entity subtype, a menu for attribute selection appears, as shown in Figure 
74. (The "AND" in front of the attribute menu indicates that the entities to be retrieved must be of 
the selected entity type and entity subtype AND satisfy the condition represented by the attribute–
value pair.) The menu for attribute selection contains only relevant attributes to choose from, 
according to the entity type and entity subtype selected, as shown in Figure 75. 
 
 
Figure 74 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query form after entity subtype selection 
 
 
Figure 75 PanAnthropon: GERQ function attribute selection menu 
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Once the user selects an attribute, an input box may appear, as shown in Figure 76. Once the user 
starts typing in the input text box, a menu for value selection appears, as shown in Figure 77. The 
menu contains only those values that start with the letters the user entered in the input box, out of 
only those values that are relevant for the given attribute, as shown in Figure 78. 
 
 
Figure 76 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query form after attribute selection #1 
 
 
Figure 77 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query form after value text input 
 
 
Figure 78 PanAnthropon: GERQ function value selection menu 
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In case there are a relatively small number of values to choose from, a menu for value selection 
immediately appears after attribute selection, as shown in Figure 79. Once the user selects a value 
for the selected attribute, buttons appear at the bottom of the query form, as shown in Figure 80. 
The user can submit the query by clicking on                                    button. Or, the user can add 
another condition by clicking on                    the                        button. Or, the user can remove 
the last condition by clicking on                            the                   button. Once the user submits the 
query, query processing starts, as shown in Figure 81. 
 
 
Figure 79 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query form after attribute selection #2  
 
 
Figure 80 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query form after value selection 
 
 
Figure 81 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query processing 
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Figure 82 shows a partial snapshot of the result of a sample GERQ query, presented in the 
alphabetical order of entity names. As shown, the result does not consist of a simple list of entity 
names, but it provides query-relevant fact(s) concerning each entity in the form of <entity, 
attribute, value, note>. (In the case of film entities, thumbnail images and release years 
are also presented, as shown.) 
 
 
 
Figure 82 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query result 
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If the user clicks on any entity name (highlighted in blue color) anywhere in the query result, a 
separate window showing all the facts on the entity (retrieved via SECQ function) appears, as 
shown in Figure 83. If the user clicks on       button that appears after the name of an entity in the 
Entity or Value field, a separate window for the Wikipedia page on the selected entity appears, 
as shown in Figure 84.   
 
 
Figure 83 PanAnthropon: GERQ function entity fact window  
 
 
Figure 84 PanAnthropon: GERQ function entity Wikipedia page window 
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Figure 85 shows the initial screen of the SECQ interface page.   
 
 
Figure 85 PanAnthropon: SECQ function interface initial screen 
 
Once the user clicks on                                                      button, an initial query form, shown in 
Figure 86, appears. Once the user selects an entity type and an entity subtype, similarly as in 
GERQ, either an input box for typing (partial) word(s) to get suggestions for an entity name 
appears, as shown in Figure 87, or a menu for entity name selection immediately appears, as 
shown in Figure 88, depending on the number of entities that match the specified entity type and 
entity subtype. 
 
 
Figure 86 PanAnthropon: SECQ function initial query form 
 
 
Figure 87 PanAnthropon: SECQ function query form after entity subtype selection #1 
 
 
Figure 88 PanAnthropon: SECQ function query form after entity subtype selection #2 
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Once the user selects an entity name, a                                 appears, as shown in Figure 89. 
 
 
Figure 89 PanAnthropon: SECQ function query form after entity name selection 
 
Once the user submits the query and once the query processing is completed, the result of the 
query appears, as partially shown in Figure 90. The query result is sorted in the alphabetical order 
of attribute names. Since SECQ is concerned with a single entity specified by the user, the result 
is presented in the form of <attribute, value, note>. As in GERQ, the user can click on 
any entity name or       button in the query result to open a window containing the facts or the 
Wikipedia page on the entity.  
 
 
Figure 90 PanAnthropon: SECQ function query result 
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Figure 91 shows the initial screen of the ECFQ interface page. 
 
 
Figure 91 PanAnthropon: ECFQ function interface initial screen 
 
Once the user clicks on the                                                  button, an initial query form appears, as                           
shown in Figure 92. 
 
 
Figure 92 PanAnthropon: ECFQ function initial query form 
 
Once the user selects an entity type and an entity subtype, similarly as in GERQ and SECQ, 
either an input box for typing words to get suggestions for entity 1 name appears, as shown in 
Figure 93, or a menu for entity 1 name selection immediately appears, similarly as in SECQ. 
Once the user selects a name for entity 1, then a similar process is repeated for the selection of the 
name for entity 2. 
 
 
Figure 93 PanAnthropon: ECFQ function query form after entity subtype selection 
 
Once the user selects the names of both entity 1 and entity 2, a                            appears,                             
as shown in Figure 94. 
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Figure 94 PanAnthropon: ECFQ function query form after entity 2 name selection 
 
Once the user submits the query and once the query processing is completed, the result of the 
query appears, as partially shown in Figure 95. The query result is sorted in the alphabetical order 
of attribute names. Since ECFQ is concerned with commonalities between two specified entities, 
the result is presented in the form of <attribute, value, note_e1, note_e2>, where 
note_e1 and note_e2 represent (combined) notes for entity 1 and entity 2, respectively, for a 
common attribute–value pair. 
   
 
Figure 95 PanAnthropon: ECFQ function query result 
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Figure 96 shows the initial screen of the DRFQ interface page. 
 
 
Figure 96 PanAnthropon: DRFQ function interface initial screen 
 
Once the user clicks on the                                                  button, an initial query form appears, as                           
shown in Figure 97.  
 
 
Figure 97 PanAnthropon: DRFQ function initial query form 
 
Since DRFQ does not require that two entities specified in a query be of the same entity type and 
subtype, a menu for entity type selection again appears for entity 2, once the user selects the type, 
subtype, and name of entity 1, as shown in Figure 98. Once the user selects the type, subtype, and 
name for both entity 1 and entity 2, a                                 appears, as shown in Figure 99.  
 
 
Figure 98 PanAnthropon: DRFQ function query form after entity 1 name selection 
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Figure 99 PanAnthropon: DRFQ function query form after entity 2 name selection 
 
Once the user submits the query and once the query processing is completed, the result of the 
query appears, as partially shown in Figure 100. Since DRFQ is concerned with direct relations 
that hold between entity 1 and entity 2, the result is presented in the form of <entity_1, 
relation, entity_2, note>, where relation corresponds to an applicable attribute that 
connects entity 1 to entity 2. 
 
 
Figure 100 PanAnthropon: DRFQ function query result 
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Figure 101 shows the initial screen of the IRFQ interface page. 
 
 
Figure 101 PanAnthropon: IRFQ function interface initial screen 
 
The initial query form for IRFQ is identical to the one for DRFQ, as shown in Figure 102. 
 
 
Figure 102 PanAnthropon: IRFQ function initial query form 
 
The process of query input for IRFQ is identical to that for DRFQ. Figures 103–105 show sample 
query results using IRFQ. As shown, the IRFQ function can be used to retrieve 1-degree indirect 
relations between a seemingly arbitrary pair of entities, such as Klaus Kinski and 16th 
Century.   
 
 
Figure 103 PanAnthropon: IRFQ function query result #1 
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Figure 104 PanAnthropon: IRFQ function query result #2 
 
 
Figure 105 PanAnthropon: IRFQ function query result #3 
 
As shown above, the result of the IRFQ query is presented without the note field either for the 
relation between entity 1 and entity 3 or for the relation between entity 3 and entity 2, in order to 
make it easier to see how the two specified entities, entity 1 and entity 2, are indirectly related via 
entity 3.   
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Figure 106 shows the initial screen of the CBEB interface page. 
 
 
Figure 106 PanAnthropon: CBEB function interface initial screen 
 
If the user clicks on  he                                               button, an initial query form appears, as 
shown in Figure 107. The menu for top super-category selection contains three options, as shown 
in Figure 108.  
 
 
Figure 107 PanAnthropon: CBEB function initial query form 
 
 
Figure 108 PanAnthropon: CBEB function menu for top super-category selection  
 
Once the user selects a top-level super-category, a menu for subcategory selection appears, as 
shown in Figure 109. The menu contains those super-categories that have been classified under 
the selected top-level super-category, as shown in Figure 110. Once the user selects a sub-super-
category from the menu, additional menus may appear for selection of sub-super-categories, until 
the user reaches the leaf level that represents the level of actual Wikipedia categories assigned to 
the entities (film pages), as shown in Figure 111. The menu for leaf-level category selection 
presents category names together with the number of associated films, as shown in Figure 112. 
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Figure 109 PanAnthropon: CBEB function query form after top super-category selection 
 
 
Figure 110 PanAnthropon: CBEB function menu for sub-super-category selection 
 
 
Figure 111 PanAnthropon: CBEB function query form at leaf category selection stage 
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Figure 112 PanAnthropon: CBEB function menu for leaf category selection 
 
Once the user selects a leaf category, query processing starts, as shown in Fig. 113. A partial 
snapshot of the query result is shown in Fig. 114. 
 
 
Figure 113 PanAnthropon: CBEB function query processing 
 
 
Figure 114 PanAnthropon: CBEB function query result 
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Figure 115 shows the initial screen of the Slide function interface page. 
 
 
Figure 115 PanAnthropon: Slide function interface initial screen 
 
Once the user clicks on the                                                 button, the interface starts retrieving the 
list of the titles of 11,355 films in the knowledge base, as shown in Figure 116.   
 
 
Figure 116 PanAnthropon: Slide function film list retrieval  
 
Once the film title list is retrieved, a menu for film title selection appears, as shown in Figure 117. 
The menu contains the title of all films in the alphabetical order, as shown in Figure 118. Once 
the user selects a film title, brief introductory information concerning the film (extracted from the 
abstract section of the film page) is presented, together with the image of the film poster (if 
available), as shown in Figure 119. Again, the user can click on the film title or       button in 
order to open the (SECQ) fact page on the film or the Wikipedia page on the film. The user can 
easily move forward/backward between film titles in the menu shown in Figure 118, to the effect 
of playing a seamless slide show consisting of information slides for each film.  
 
 
Figure 117 PanAnthropon: Slide function query form after film list retrieval 
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Figure 118 PanAnthropon: Slide function menu for film name selection 
 
 
Figure 119 PanAnthropon: Slide function film info slide 
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7.3 Interface Usage Example 
By using the interface constructed from this research, in particular, by using the main GERQ 
function, the user can issue sophisticated semantics-based queries, by explicitly specifying the 
entity type and subtype and by combining different sets of attributes and values, which is not 
possible to do on other Web sites. Figure 120 shows the GERQ query form representing a sample 
query with multiple conditions. Figure 121 shows the query result, which contains one entity, i.e., 
A Man for All Seasons (1966 film).      
  
 
 
Figure 120 PanAnthropon: GERQ function query form for sample query 
 
 
Figure 121 PanAnthropon: GERQ function sample query result 
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CHAPTER 8: EVALUATION 
 
8.1 Evaluation Methodology Overview 
Two types of evaluation have been performed in order to evaluate (1) the quality of data extracted 
by the information extraction system of this research and (2) the effectiveness of information 
retrieval using the search interface constructed from this research.   
 
The purpose of the first type of evaluation is to show that the data extracted/derived through this 
research is of high quality, compared against the source data in Wikipedia.    
 
The quality of data, or the effectiveness of information extraction, is evaluated in terms of two 
criteria:  
(1) Precision: What percentage of the data that has been extracted is accurate?  
(2) Recall: What percentage of the data contained in the source has been extracted?   
 
The two criteria are measured by using the equations shown in Figure 122, which are analogous 
to the standard equations to compute precision and recall (with respect to the results of 
page/document retrieval) in conventional information retrieval. 
 
 
Figure 122 PanAnthropon: Equations for evaluation on information extraction 
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The purpose of the second type of evaluation is to show that the mechanism of retrieving answers 
by entity type/condition-specified queries (via the GERQ function of the interface) enables the 
user to issue more sophisticated queries and find the answers more directly and effectively than 
otherwise possible. It may be noted that the main intent of this type of evaluation is not to 
demonstrate the usability or user-friendliness of the search interface, as interpreted as ease or 
simplicity of use, but to demonstrate the effectiveness of information retrieval using the interface. 
  
The effectiveness of information retrieval is evaluated in terms of precision and recall, computed 
by using the equations shown in Figure 123, which are analogous to the equations used for the 
evaluation on information extraction. 
 
 
Figure 123 PanAnthropon: Equations for evaluation on information retrieval 
 
The first type of evaluation concerning information extraction has been performed by manually 
inspecting a subset of the dataset constructed through this research and computing precision and 
recall with respect to the data contained in the test dataset. The second type of evaluation 
concerning information retrieval has been performed by conducting an experiment with human 
subjects that represent potential users and computing precision and recall with respect to the data 
collected from the experiment. Details concerning the two types of evaluation are provided in 
Section 8.2 and Section 8.3, respectively. 
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8.2 Evaluation: Information Extraction 
8.2.1 Dataset 
Considering the fact that the main source of information extraction/derivation in this research 
consisted of 10,640 Wikipedia pages on films, the test dataset for evaluation was constructed by 
retrieving the data extracted from a subset of 100 film pages. In order to evaluate the data quality 
in a balanced manner, 50 films in the test set were selected semi-randomly (by randomly 
choosing 50 films out of all films that have more than a set threshold number of film-centric 
facts) and the other 50 films were selected out of relatively well-known films. Film-centric facts 
(i.e., <entity, attribute, value, note> tuples where entity corresponds to a film) 
concerning each film in the 100-film set were retrieved and saved as a separate HTML page for 
each film to be compared with the source Wikipedia page.    
 
8.2.2 Methods 
The evaluation was performed by manually inspecting and comparing the facts extracted/derived 
about the 100 films in the test set against the facts (explicitly or implicitly) contained in (and 
intended to be extracted/derived from) the abstract, infobox, categories, and film cast information 
sections of the corresponding 100 source Wikipedia pages (saved in their condition at the time of 
information extraction). (Film-award-related facts, which were extracted/derived from the 
Wikipedia pages concerning the Academy Awards and Golden Globe Awards, were excluded 
from the evaluation.)  
 
The associated_with_category facts extracted from the categories section were compared 
with the category links in the section. If the source page has a link to the category page ―Epic 
films‖, and if there is a corresponding fact <film, associated_with_category, Epic 
films> (where film stands for the title of a given film), then the extracted fact was considered 
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correct. If no such fact was extracted, then it was considered as a missing fact that failed to be 
extracted. If, on the other hand, the source page does not have such a category link as mentioned 
above but such a fact as described above was nevertheless extracted, then the extracted fact was 
considered as incorrect, in the sense that the source does not contain such a fact.         
 
Additional facts that were indirectly derived from the categories, based on the taxonomy of super-
categories, retain the ID of the corresponding source category in the note field, and, as such, it is 
possible to determine if such facts were correctly derived. For example, if the fact <film, 
associated_with_category, Epic films> was correctly extracted, and if the additional 
fact <film, belongs_to_genre_of, Epic Film (genre)> was derived from the former, 
then the latter was considered as a correct fact that was implicitly present in the source.  
 
The facts extracted from the infobox section were compared with the attribute–value pairs in the 
infobox in the source page to determine correctness. These facts include those concerning the 
directors, producers, writers, narrators, starring actors, cinematographers, editors, musicians, 
studios, distributors, release dates, running times, countries, and languages associated with a film. 
If the source infobox contains, for example, the ―Directed by‖ information field and ―Victor 
Fleming‖ as one of its values, and if a fact <film, directed_by, Victor Fleming> was 
extracted, then the fact was considered correct. 
 
The facts extracted from the abstract section include also_known_as facts and the facts 
concerning the directors, producers, writers, and starring actors (in case such information was not 
provided in the infobox). Both types of facts were checked against the source to determine their 
correctness.  
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The facts extracted or derived from the film cast information section include has_cast_member 
facts and has_role facts. If the film cast information section contains information about ―Clark 
Gable‖ being a cast member as ―Rhett Butler‖, then the fact <film, has_cast_member, 
Clark Gable, as Rhett Butler> was considered as correct. Accordingly, the derivative 
fact <film, has_role, Rhett Butler (role), played by Clark Gable> was also 
considered correct. In case a source page does not contain information on the roles played by cast 
members, the correctness of the facts extracted was judged by considering only the actor names.       
 
Based on the results of inspection and comparison as described above, precision and recall scores 
(in percentage) were first computed for each film in the test set individually (using Eq. 1 and Eq. 
3), and average precision and recall scores were then computed for all films as a whole (using Eq. 
2 and Eq. 4). (For the sake of computation of precision/recall scores, those (correct) facts that 
have been indirectly derived from the directly-extracted facts were considered as implicitly 
present in the source pages, so that the total number of facts extracted or derived for a given film 
would not exceed the total number of facts in the source page. An equal correctness/incorrectness 
score unit of 1 was used for each fact to compute precision and recall.)   
 
8.2.3 Results  
Table 47 shows the summary results of the evaluation in terms of the number of facts in source 
vs. number of facts extracted vs. number of facts correctly extracted. The number of facts 
extracted (11,495) represents the sum of the number of facts extracted or derived for each film in 
the 100-film test set. The number of facts correctly extracted (11,491) represents the number of 
facts that have been judged correct. The number of facts in source (11,509) represents the number 
of facts explicitly or implicitly contained in the source Wikipedia pages (only with respect to the 
types of facts intended to be extracted/derived).  
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Table 47 PanAnthropon: Summary results of info extraction evaluation: number of facts 
 
 
Table 48 shows the number of films in the test set for each distinct precision/recall score pair. The 
table shows that per-film precision/recall scores for 88 out of 100 films in the set were 100% 
precision and 100% recall. It also shows that only 12 films had recall scores less than 100% and 
that only 3 films had precision scores less than 100%. Table 49 shows the average precision and 
recall scores for the test set as a whole. As shown, the results confirm high data quality with 
99.96% average precision and 99.84% average recall. 
 
Table 48 PanAnthropon: Summary results of info extraction evaluation: precision/recall 
 
 
Table 49 PanAnthropon: Summary results of info extraction evaluation:                                      
average precision/recall 
 
 
Table 50 (continued on p.165) shows detailed evaluation results, with the title, numbers of source 
vs. extracted vs. correct facts, and precision/recall scores for each film.     
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Table 50 PanAnthropon: Detailed results of info extraction evaluation 
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Table 50 (continued) 
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8.3 Evaluation: Information Retrieval 
The experimental study proposal (protocol #19542) for this research was approved by the IRB at 
Drexel University on 2011-04-26. The approval documentation is provided in Appendix. 
 
8.3.1 Experimental Design 
The evaluation on information retrieval was intended to demonstrate the relative effectiveness of 
information retrieval using the interface constructed from this research, in comparison with one of 
existing search interfaces. Even though Wikipedia served as the original source of the data 
extracted through this research, and, accordingly, the evaluation on information extraction used 
the Wikipedia pages for the comparison to validate the quality of the data extracted, it was 
decided not to use the Wikipedia interface in the evaluation on information retrieval. The decision 
was based on the consideration for fairness, given the fact that Wikipedia is a general- or multi-
domain information source and that, as such, the search result returned when using the Wikipedia 
site will include items that are not relevant to the film domain. Accordingly, the Internet Movie 
Database (IMDb) Web site was chosen instead, considering the fact that its interface allows the 
user to search the content of the largest film-related database and that it is one of the most popular 
sites on the Web, frequently used by many users who must be familiar with its features.            
 
The main task of the experiment to evaluate information retrieval effectiveness required the 
subjects to find answers to two subsets of 5 test questions each, by using the IMDb interface and 
by using (the GERQ function of) the PanAnthropon interface, respectively. The decision to use 
one group of subjects to perform the task using both interfaces, instead of using two distinct 
groups of subjects to use one or the other interface, was based on the consideration that such a 
design would prevent the potential interference due to the different levels of experience and 
proficiency between subjects and that it would thus ensure the validity and fairness of evaluation.     
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According to the chosen experimental design, the analysis of the main task results involved 
computing precision/recall for each test question per subject, computing average precision/recall 
for each subset of questions per subject, computing average precision/recall per subject group as a 
whole, and analyzing the results in terms of the comparison between IMDb and. PanAnthropon. 
 
The hypotheses that were tested through the experiment are as follows: 
 Hypothesis 1: Per-subject average precision/recall will be generally higher for the 
PanAnthropon subset (i.e., the subset of questions that the given subject answered by 
using the GERQ function of the PanAnthropon interface) than for the IMDb subset. 
 Hypothesis 2: Per-group average precision/recall will be higher for the PanAnthropon 
subset than for the IMDb subset.  
 
8.3.2 Experimental Procedures 
A total of 33 voluntary subjects were recruited to participate in the experiment. (Demographic 
data concerning the subjects are provided in Subsection 8.3.3.) Due to the scheduling conflicts 
among the subjects, the experiment was conducted via multiple sessions, with 2 to 7 subjects 
each, over the course of four days between 2011-05-13 and 2011-05-19, inclusive. The 
procedures used for each experimental session (except signing of the informed consent form and 
the compensation receipt) are described below. 
 
8.3.2.1 Pre-experimental-task procedures 
The subjects were first introduced to the general purpose and methods of the study. The subjects 
were then directed to the ―How-To-Use‖ page of the PanAnthropon interface, partially shown in 
Fig. 124. The subjects were asked to read the general background information and the usage 
instructions for the GERQ function of the interface. Once the subjects finished reading, they were 
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given two sample queries (which are simpler than the actual main task questions) to see if they 
could find answers using the GERQ interface. (The subjects were given approximately 5 minutes 
in total to read the instructions and try sample queries.) The subjects were then directed to the 
IMDb homepage. Most subjects except two or three of them were already familiar with the IMDb 
interface. Those who were unfamiliar were asked to try various search functions available on the 
interface. The subjects were instructed to use only the GERQ function of the PanAnthropon 
interface when performing the main task. They were instructed to freely use any search functions 
available on the IMDb interface. (The subjects were asked to open only one page on the Web 
browser for each interface, but the instructions were not followed consistently.)   
   
 
Figure 124 PanAnthropon: How-To-Use page 
 
Once the subjects were ready to start the main task, they were given semi-randomly-assigned task 
codes and subject IDs. They were then asked to fill out a pre-experimental-task questionnaire 
shown in Figure 125. The pre-experimental-task procedures were completed with the subjects 
filling out the questionnaire.  
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Figure 125 PanAnthropon: Pre-experimental-task questionnaire 
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8.3.2.2 Experimental-task procedures 
All subjects were given the same task set consisting of 10 questions, divided into two subsets of 5 
questions each, as shown in Figure 126. (The actual task sheets given to the subjects consisted of 
5 pages, with 2 questions on each page, with sufficient white spaces left for writing down the 
answers.) One half of subjects (N=12) first answered Subset 1 using IMDb and then Subset 2 
using PanAnthropon; the other half (N=12) first answered Subset 1 using PanAnthropon and then 
Subset 2 using IMDb. (Note: The total number, 24, represents the number of subjects whose main 
task data have been included in the analysis of the results, as will be explained in Subsection 
8.3.3.) (The instructions, ―Use IMDb Interface‖ or ―Use PanAnthropon Interface‖, were clearly 
given before each subset on the task sheets.) Three variations of question ordering were used for 
each subset of questions in a comparable manner, as shown in Table 51. (The questions were re-
labeled on the actual task sheets, according to the order in which the questions were presented per 
each distinct task code.) The subjects were instructed to spend no more than 5 minutes per each 
question when performing the task, resulting in the total task time of approximately 50 minutes. 
 
Table 51 PanAnthropon: Experimental task codes and corresponding question orderings 
 
 
8.3.2.3 Post-experimental-task procedures 
Once the subjects completed the main experimental task, they were given a post-experimental-
task questionnaire consisting of 8 questions, as shown in Fig. 127. (The actual questionnaire 
given to the subjects consisted of 3 pages, allowing room for detailed responses from the 
subjects.) The experimental session was concluded with the subjects filling out the questionnaire. 
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Figure 126 PanAnthropon: Experimental task question set 
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Figure 127 PanAnthropon: Post-experimental-task questionnaire 
 
8.3.3 Experimental Results 
8.3.3.1 Pre-task questionnaire responses 
The pre-experimental-task questionnaire has not been administered to 2 subjects. Out of 31 
subjects that provided responses to the questionnaire, 30 subjects identified themselves as 
students. Tables 52–56 present the summary of the demographic data collected from 31 subjects.  
 
Table 52 PanAnthropon: Pre-experimental-task questionnaire responses: student type 
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Table 53 PanAnthropon: Pre-experimental-task questionnaire responses: student major 
 
 
Table 54 PanAnthropon: Pre-experimental-task questionnaire responses: age 
 
 
Table 55 PanAnthropon: Pre-experimental-task questionnaire responses:                                      
info search experience 
 
 
Table 56 PanAnthropon: Pre-experimental-task questionnaire responses:                                        
info search frequency 
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8.3.3.2 Main task results 
All the questions in the main experimental task set have definite correct answers. Most questions, 
except Q2 and Q7, involve sub-questions that ask for relevant facts concerning the entities 
retrieved in response to the questions. To be considered completely correct, the answers to such 
questions should include the additional information requested. On the other hand, if an (element 
of the) answer to such a question contains all or some of the additional information requested but 
does not contain the correct main entity name, then such an (element of the) answer is considered 
completely wrong. Figures 128–130 show the weighted correctness scoring scheme used for each 
question in the main task set.   
 
 
Figure 128 PanAnthropon: Experimental task answer set #1 
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Figure 129 PanAnthropon: Experimental task answer set #2 
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Figure 130 PanAnthropon: Experimental task answer set #3 
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Main task data from 9 subjects have been excluded from analysis, due to various problems 
encountered during the experimental sessions, in order to ensure a valid assessment of the main 
task responses. Tables 57–60 show the summary results of the analysis of 24 subjects’ task 
responses. As shown, the subjects’ information retrieval task performance on the PanAnthropon 
interface clearly surpassed their performance on the IMDb interface, confirming both Hypothesis 
1 and Hypothesis 2, despite the fact that the subjects had an extremely limited exposure to the 
PanAnthropon interface prior to performing the task.  
  
Table 57 PanAnthropon: Experimental task results: per-group avg/max/min 
precision/recall  
 
 
Table 58 PanAnthropon: Experimental task results: per-subject average precision/recall #1  
 
 
Table 59 PanAnthropon: Experimental task results: per-subject average precision/recall #2  
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Table 60 PanAnthropon: Experimental task results: per-subject average precision/recall #3  
 
 
Table 61 shows detailed experimental task results for each of 24 subjects. 
 
Table 61 PanAnthropon: Detailed experimental task results 
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8.3.3.3 Post-task questionnaire responses 
All 33 subjects’ responses to the post-experimental-task questionnaire have been collected and 
analyzed. Tables 62 and 63 show the summary results of the analysis. As shown, 32 out of 33 
subjects indicated an unwavering ―Yes‖ in response to the question (Q2) on the effectiveness of 
the PanAnthropon interface for information retrieval. All 33 subjects unanimously agreed on the 
relative effectiveness of the PanAnthropon interface in comparison to the IMDb interface (Q3). 
Furthermore, despite the fact that the subjects were introduced to the new, unfamiliar interface for 
the first time in the experiment and that they were given a very limited amount of time to practice 
using it, 31 out of 33 subjects answered ―Yes‖ to the question (Q5) on the understandability and 
usability of the PanAnthropon interface, with only 2 subjects expressing minor reservations. 
Furthermore, 29 out of 33 subjects indicated that they would be interested in using interfaces 
similar to the PanAnthropon interface for information retrieval tasks concerning the fields of their 
respective interests. The subjects’ post-task questionnaire responses thus confirm, not only the 
relative effectiveness of the PanAnthropon interface, but also the usability of the interface. Given 
that the subject population represents typical information seekers who frequently engage in online 
search activities, it can be safely reasoned that the results are applicable to a broader population.             
 
Table 62 PanAnthropon: Post-experimental-task questionnaire responses #1  
 
 
Table 63 PanAnthropon: Post-experimental-task questionnaire responses #2  
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The subjects’ detailed responses to the post-experimental-task questionnaire indicate that most 
subjects found the PanAnthropon interface to be highly usable and effective, in itself and in 
comparison to the IMDb interface. Table 64 summarizes the main reasons given by the subjects 
concerning the usability and effectiveness of the PanAnthropon interface in terms of the design 
and configuration of the interface. Table 65 summarizes the main reasons in terms of the search 
function, process, and result.     
 
Table 64 PanAnthropon: Reasons for effectiveness of PanAnthropon interface: design 
 
 
Table 65 PanAnthropon: Reasons for effectiveness of PanAnthropon interface: function 
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Tables 66–68 present the transcription of the subjects’ responses to the post-task questionnaire 
Q1 (―Overall, did you find the Internet Movie Database interface to be effective for searching for 
and retrieving answers to the queries? Please state Yes, Maybe, or No. Then please explain 
why.‖), grouped by each response type. (The subject IDs shown in parentheses indicate that the 
main task data concerning those subjects have not been included in the analysis of the main 
experimental task responses.) Similarly, Tables 69 and 70 present the subjects’ responses to the 
post-task questionnaire Q2 (―Overall, did you find the PanAnthropon interface to be effective for 
searching for and retrieving answers to the queries? Please state Yes, Maybe, or No. Then please 
explain why.‖).  
 
Table 66 PanAnthropon: Yes (N=1) responses on effectiveness of IMDb 
 
 
Table 67 PanAnthropon: Maybe (N=7) responses on effectiveness of IMDb 
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Table 68 PanAnthropon: No (N=25) responses on effectiveness of IMDb 
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Table 69 PanAnthropon: Yes (N=32) responses on effectiveness of PanAnthropon 
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Table 69 (continued) 
 
 
Table 70 PanAnthropon: Maybe (N=1) response on effectiveness of PanAnthropon 
 
 
As mentioned, all 33 subjects indicated PanAnthropon in response to Q3 (―Which of the two 
interfaces did you find to be more effective for finding answers?‖). Table 71 (continued on 
pp.185–186) presents the subjects’ responses to Q4 (―Why did you find the Internet Movie 
Database interface OR the PanAnthropon interface to be more effective for finding answers?‖). 
 
Table 71 PanAnthropon: Responses (N=33) on relative effectiveness of                                         
PanAnthropon vs. IMDb 
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Table 71 (continued) 
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Table 71 (continued) 
 
 
As mentioned, 31 out of 33 subjects answered ―Yes‖ to Q5 (―Were you able to understand how to 
formulate queries and how to retrieve answers using the PanAnthropon interface? Pleas state Yes, 
Maybe, or No.‖). Table 72 shows the responses to Q6 (―If you answered Maybe or No to the 
previous question, what kinds of difficulties did you have in understanding or using the 
PanAnthropon interface?‖) from 2 subjects who answered ―Maybe‖ to Q5.  
 
Table 72 PanAnthropon: Maybe (N=2) responses on usability of PanAnthropon interface 
 
 
Tables 73–75 show responses from the subjects who answered ―No‖ (N=2), ―Maybe‖ (N=2), and 
―Yes‖ (N=29) to Q7 (―Would you be interested in using interfaces similar to the PanAnthropon 
interface to find answers to queries concerning the fields that you are interested in?‖). 
 
Table 73 PanAnthropon: No (N=2) responses on interest in using similar interfaces 
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Table 74 PanAnthropon: Maybe (N=2) responses on interest in using similar interfaces 
 
 
Table 75 PanAnthropon: Yes (N=29) responses on interest in using similar interfaces 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION 
 
This dissertation research set out to enable a new mode of information retrieval that directly 
retrieves answers to user’s queries, rather than documents that potentially contain the answers. 
The approach is concerned with retrieving entities, specified by semantic type, subtype, and 
conditions, based on semantic knowledge extracted from documents. The main contribution of 
this research consists in demonstrating the utility, feasibility, and effectiveness of entity retrieval 
by exploiting Wikipedia as a semantic knowledge source. The results of this research indicate that 
(1) ontology-based information extraction can be performed on both semi-structured and un-
structured portions of documents, and highly accurate facts can be derived from the extracted 
information through recursive inferences; (2) based on the extracted semantic knowledge, a 
cascading interface can be constructed to guide users in a step-by-step manner towards the 
answers to their queries; and (3) users tend to prefer the entity-based interface for entity retrieval, 
and they can use the interface effectively to specify query conditions and retrieve answers. 
 
In contrast to the other approaches that focused on extracting semantic information from 
Wikipedia, such as YAGO and DBpedia, this research did not only use structured templates and 
category structures but also used unstructured or non-standardized portions of Wikipedia pages 
which are far more difficult to properly process to extract information. The numerical comparison 
has also shown that this research has extracted more information relative to the size of the data 
source. Furthermore, the distinction between this research and other projects concerned with 
semantic information extraction using Wikipedia or similar data sources consists in the fact that 
indirect derivation of information, using the entity classes, super-categories, and the information 
directly extracted, played a major role in this research. The evaluation on information extraction 
has confirmed the quality of information extracted and derived through this research. 
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The interface constructed from this research radically departs from the traditional keyword-based 
search interface model. In the keyword search interface, the user can only enter a query in the 
form of a phrase or sentence consisting of one or more keywords. The search engine then 
decomposes the query phrase/sentence into individual keywords devoid of semantic context, and 
then it returns a list of pages/documents based on the matching of individual keywords with the 
individual words found in pages/documents. In contrast, the PanAnthropon interface allows the 
user to explicitly specify the type, subtype, and conditions to be satisfied by the things searched 
for, and in return it provides a list of the things that precisely match all the specified constraints, 
together with helpful contextual information. The PanAnthropon interface also stands out apart 
from existing semantic search interfaces such as the ones in YAGO and DBpedia. The latter 
interfaces allow the user to formulate a query in a semantics-based fashion, in the format of 
<subject, predicate, object> triple, but they do not provide any facilitating mechanism 
that can guide and help the user to effectively and efficiently formulate such a query in terms of 
entering/selecting an appropriate value for each field. As a result, the user has to discover, largely 
by trial and error, what can constitute a legitimate, meaningful query that can return valid results. 
In contrast, the PanAnthropon interface does not only allow the user to formulate a query in a 
semantics-based manner, but it facilitates the process in an intuitive, step-by-step fashion by 
providing only relevant menus and menu options according to the user selection in the previous 
step. Besides the fact the PanAnthropon interface provides several different semantic search 
functions, the major distinction between the PanAnthropon interface and the other semantic 
search interfaces consists in the querying/searching mechanism based on the explicit specification 
of entity type and subtype as well as <attribute, value> pairs. Contrary to a possible 
misconception that such a search mechanism may be beyond the capability of ―ordinary‖ users, 
the evaluation experiment using potential users has not only shown that the subjects found the 
PanAnthropon interface to be highly effective in searching for specific things precisely, but it has 
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also shown that the subjects found the interface to be easily usable and understandable and that 
they were highly interested in using similar search interfaces.     
 
To sum up, the main contribution from this research consists in demonstrating the advantage of 
the approach that explicitly utilizes a coherent classification of entities for the purpose of both 
effective information extraction and effective information retrieval. Additional contributions 
include the semantic dataset and interface themselves as resources that can be utilized beyond this 
research. The interface is already publicly accessible. The plan is under way to convert the dataset 
to different formats, e.g., XML, and to provide the resulting dataset as a freely-accessible 
resource for research purposes.  
 
While the limitations of this research may consist in the fact that it used a single data source and a 
single domain of application, it is expected that the approaches used in this research can be 
readily applied to domains other than the film domain and other data sources on the Web that 
have semi-structured formats for presenting semantic information, with appropriate adjustments. 
The reason for such expectation is that, given the choice of domain and data source, the amount 
of effort required to apply the overall framework of this research — construction of a domain-
oriented ontology, direct extraction of information, indirect derivation of information, and 
construction of a corresponding semantic search interface — is estimated to be within reasonable 
bounds. Of course, this is not to say that the exactly same extraction programs and the same 
interface can be used as such for other domains and data sources. However, as far as the 
application of the overall approaches is concerned, the cost of enabling such transference would 
be reasonable compared to the cost of restricting the user to the limited keyword-based search 
mechanism, as it is hoped that future works based on this research will be able to show.       
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Even though it was beyond of the scope of this dissertation research to further demonstrate that 
the approaches used in the research and the positive results thereby achieved can be generalized 
to other domains and data sources, I am hopeful that future work will demonstrate such a general 
applicability of the methods and outcomes of this research. To quote actual remarks from one of 
the subjects who participated in the experiment for this research, it is hoped and believed that 
―[this] study will make a significant impact [on] the future design and implementation of future 
search sites‖. 
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